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              Teacher notes 

 

Welcome to the JPAS production of Annie, directed by Lynne L. Bordelon. 

 

Annie is a spunky Depression-era orphan determined to find her parents.  

Annie’s parents abandoned her years ago on the doorstep of a New York City 

Orphanage run by the cruel, embittered Miss Hannigan.  In adventure after fun-filled 

adventure, Annie foils Miss Hannigan and her evil helpers, befriends President 

Franklin Delano Roosevelt and finds a new family and home with billionaire Oliver 

Warbucks, his personal secretary, Grace Farrell, and a lovable mutt named Sandy. 

 

This study companion has been divided into sections.  Each section has a central focus 

and includes Louisiana Content Standards and Benchmarks.  Before there was 

Annie: the Musical, there was Little Orphan Annie, the 

comic strip.  This section explores this comic strip connection, and includes lesson plans 

and handouts for students. 

 

Annie: The Play gives a plot over-view and story outline of the production.  

Annie: the Songs features lyrics to several songs and a link for those 

interested in additional Annie lyrics.  This section is followed by a NACAE Lesson 

Plan: Little Orphan Annie: Leapin' Through the Depression.   

 

Annie: the History of the Production gives a rundown from the play’s inception in 

the 1970’s to a revival that toured the U.S.  A n n i e: the FilmS includes 

Trivia, Bloopers and Quotes from the 1982 and the 2014 film versions as well as the 

stage play and the 1999 television movie.   
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     Educational   Overview 

 

Louisiana Educational Content Standards and Benchmarks 

 

Content Standards and Benchmarks will follow each section of this 

companion.  In the interest of brevity, Content Standards and 

Benchmarks will be listed for grades 4, 7 and World History.   

 
All Louisiana ARTS Content Standards and 

Benchmarks in this Companion have been retrieved 

from: 

https://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/default-

source/teacher-toolbox-resources/k-12-ela-

standards.pdf?sfvrsn=36 

https://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/default-

source/academic-curriculum/standards---k-12-

social-studies.pdf   

 

Louisiana ARTS Content Standards and Benchmarks 

in this Companion have been retrieved from: 

https://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/default-

source/academic-standards/standards---k--12-

arts.pdf?sfvrsn=497640bf_10 
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History 

 

 

Retrieved from: 

http://www.liss.olm.net/loahp/resources/ww3

20831.gif  

http://www.liss.olm.net/loahp/resources/ww320831.gif
http://www.liss.olm.net/loahp/resources/ww320831.gif
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In 1924, Harold Gray, Sidney Smith's 

assistant on The Gumps, approached 

Smith's editor, Captain Joseph Medill 

Patterson of The Chicago Tribune 

Syndicate, with an idea for … a new strip. 

Patterson, whose successes already 

included Moon Mullins, Gasoline Alley 

and many others, suggested only one 

change — "Little Orphan Otto" became a 

girl — and a classic was born. The strip 

debuted on August 5 of that year.  

Little Orphan Annie was 

not an original name — it was the title of 

an 1885 poem by James Whitcomb Riley and a photo that has hung in a Philadelphia 

gallery since 1909, among other things. Nor was the idea of a self-reliant kid, alone 

against the world, a new one. Gray's art style was stiff and primitive, and his 

characterizations unsubtle in the extreme. He has been accused, by almost everyone 

commenting on his work, of injecting a great deal of his very conservative political point 

of view into the strip. About the only thing he had going for him was an amazing ability 

to grab the reader's interest, drag him into the story, and make him come back the next 

day for another installment. But that's all a master storyteller — and Gray was a master 

— needs.  

The story formula was simple — rags to riches and back again, with a healthy dollop of 

homespun philosophy made up of grit, cheer, self-reliance, and good ol' pluck. The strip 

opened in an orphanage right out of Dickens, but within two months, Annie met Oliver 

"Daddy" Warbucks, the self-made millionaire who introduced her to a life of ease and 

comfort. She and Warbucks were soon separated, and Annie had to make her own way in 

the world, her only companion a large, nondescript dog named Sandy. Daddy came back 

into her life, but was soon gone again, in a cycle that Gray repeated over and over until 

his death in 1968. Whatever her station, Annie's spirit was unquenchable as she buckled 

down and did whatever it was that needed to be done, foiling any number of thugs, 

politicians, and other crooks along the way.  

Annie had more than her share of imitators, the most successful being King Features' 

Little Annie Rooney. Also, Gray's strongly stylized method of telling stories has made 

him the subject of many parodies. Among the most prominent are a sequence in Walt 

Kelly's Pogo titled "Li'l Arf & Nonnie," and Little Annie Fanny, by Mad magazine 

creator Harvey Kurtzman and major early Mad artist Will Elder.  

Annie became a radio star in 1930, and remained on the air for 13 years. In 1932, she was 

the subject of her first movie, from RKO, and the second, from Paramount Pictures, 

followed six years later. Along with Dick Tracy, Terry & the Pirates and other Tribune 

Syndicate stars, she appeared in Super Comics from 1938-49; and scattered issues of her 

http://www.toonopedia.com/thegumps.htm
http://www.toonopedia.com/tribune.htm
http://www.toonopedia.com/tribune.htm
http://www.toonopedia.com/moon.htm
http://www.toonopedia.com/gasalley.htm
http://www.toonopedia.com/king.htm
http://www.toonopedia.com/annieroo.htm
http://www.toonopedia.com/kelly.htm
http://www.toonopedia.com/kelly.htm
http://www.toonopedia.com/pogo.htm
http://www.toonopedia.com/anniefan.htm
http://www.toonopedia.com/mad.htm
http://www.toonopedia.com/kurtzman.htm
http://www.toonopedia.com/tracy.htm
http://www.toonopedia.com/terry.htm
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own comic appeared from 1937-48. As were Blondie, Bringing Up Father, Rube 

Goldberg's inventions, and several other "Comic Strip Classics", she was honored by 

appearing on a U.S. postage stamp in 1995.  

   In 1977, she became the subject of a Broadway musical, titled 

Annie, which ran over 2,000 performances before it closed in 1983. In '82, that stage 

production formed the basis of her third movie. The play is still revived from time to 

time, most recently in a 1999 episode of the Walt Disney TV show. It even had a sequel, 

Annie 2: Miss Hannigan's Revenge, which opened on Broadway in 1990.  

After Gray's death, several cartoonists tried to fill his shoes, but only he was capable of 

dishing up that peculiar mix of schmaltz and simple pragmatism without lapsing into self-

parody. In 1974, the syndicate gave up, and simply started re-running old strips by Gray. 

Following her success on Broadway, however, the strip was revived, retooled and 

retitled. Under the name Annie, it was for two decades written and drawn by Leonard 

Starr, whose earlier strip, Mary Perkins On Stage, folded in 1979, just before he began 

his long run as Gray's successor. Starr drew an older Annie than Gray had (Gray's was 

perpetually 11 years old); and while making an attempt to capture something of Gray's 

style, did not do the strip as a slavish imitator of its creator. Starr retired in February, 

2000. In June of that year, the new writer/artist team, Jay Maeder and Andrew Pepoy, 

gave Annie a complete makeover, maing her look almost like a denizen of the modern 

world.  

After three quarters of a century, Little Orphan Annie seems a permanent fixture on the 

American scene — proving that whatever she looks like, there'll always a place for grit, 

cheer, self-reliance, and good ol' pluck.  

— DDM  

Retrieved From: 

http://www.toonopedia.com/annie.htm  

 

Image Broadway Still Retrieved From:  

http://cgi.ebay.com/Little-Orphan-Annie-

BROADWAY-press-photo-

14_W0QQitemZ260058978474QQihZ016QQcategoryZ778

QQrdZ1QQcmdZViewItem  

http://www.toonopedia.com/blondie.htm
http://www.toonopedia.com/jiggs.htm
http://www.toonopedia.com/goldberg.htm
http://www.toonopedia.com/goldberg.htm
http://www.toonopedia.com/devices.htm
http://www.toonopedia.com/disney.htm
http://www.toonopedia.com/glossary.htm#cartoonist
http://www.toonopedia.com/onstage.htm
http://www.toonopedia.com/annie.htm
http://cgi.ebay.com/Little-Orphan-Annie-BROADWAY-press-photo-14_W0QQitemZ260058978474QQihZ016QQcategoryZ778QQrdZ1QQcmdZViewItem
http://cgi.ebay.com/Little-Orphan-Annie-BROADWAY-press-photo-14_W0QQitemZ260058978474QQihZ016QQcategoryZ778QQrdZ1QQcmdZViewItem
http://cgi.ebay.com/Little-Orphan-Annie-BROADWAY-press-photo-14_W0QQitemZ260058978474QQihZ016QQcategoryZ778QQrdZ1QQcmdZViewItem
http://cgi.ebay.com/Little-Orphan-Annie-BROADWAY-press-photo-14_W0QQitemZ260058978474QQihZ016QQcategoryZ778QQrdZ1QQcmdZViewItem
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     In 1924, a comic strip artist named Harold Gray created a 

new comic strip for Captain Patterson's New York Daily News. It was called Little 

Orphan Otto, and was one of the better ideas he had come up with. Patterson 

thought it looked like a good concept: the little orphan, not tied to any one location but 

free to roam from place to place and through various adventures without the hampering 

presence of a family. But, he counseled Gray: "He looks like a pansy. Put skirts on the 

kid." (Marschall 166) Gray complied, and changed the name from "Otto" to "Annie." 

Thus Little Orphan Annie was brought into the world on August 5, 

1924 and continued successfully until Gray's death in 1968. For 44 years, readers 

followed Annie through a myriad of adventures that could be as simple as staying at a 

farm to outwitting Nazi infiltrators. Annie stayed perpetually twelve years old, endowed 

with the wisdom of the ages and the innocence of eternal childhood.  

Harold Gray, Annie's creator, had very definite political views on society, government, 

and human nature. He was ultra-conservative, and had no compunction about airing his 

views and philosophies in Annie's adventures. He made quite a few enemies in doing so, 

but the enduring popularity of Annie indicates that there was an essential spark in the 

character of Annie that spoke to American society, whatever Gray's politics might have 

been. Annie was, and always shall be, one of the quintessential American heroes: a 

seemingly weak little girl, who had the ability to endure hardship and uncertainty with 

hope and hard work and strength of character. The fact that Little Orphan Annie was able 

to run successfully from 1924 until Gray's death in 1968, and then have a remarkably 

successful revival in reruns and in musical form is more proof that she is a part of 

American heroic mythology of the 20th century.  

To understand better the importance of a character like Annie, it is a good idea to break 

down the format of her presentation to the bare bones:  

The comic strip is composed of certain irreducible elements: a succession of panels (in 

contrast to the single panel cartoon); a story that is told (not a vignette illustration); a 

written language enclosed in dialogue "balloons" and placed within the image frame, 

serving somehow a visual as well as narrative function; presentation through mass media; 

and a distinctive new vocabulary. (Marschall 9)  

This seems rather static, but when you consider how comic strip artists of the early 1900s 

transcended this definition and went beyond to create an intensely American cultural 

mythology that grew on a daily basis, out of an allowance of three to four small squares, 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00000AG6Z?tag=stageagentcom&camp=14573&creative=327641&linkCode=as1&creativeASIN=B00000AG6Z&adid=02NEERC2ZH3KFRWH49ZT&
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00000AG6Z?tag=stageagentcom&camp=14573&creative=327641&linkCode=as1&creativeASIN=B00000AG6Z&adid=02NEERC2ZH3KFRWH49ZT&
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then the development of the American comic strip becomes all the more wonderful and 

miraculous.  

Although comic strips were developed with children in mind, "funnies" were usually 

drawn for adults. (Marschall 13) As early as the American Revolution, the adult nature of 

cartoons can be seen. Benjamin Franklin's cartoon of the severed snake with its motto, 

"Join or Die" is worth remembering when we consider the role that cartoons can play in a 

society that may be at war. Franklin was exhorting the colonies to hold together, and 

typically through the 19th century, cartoons were political and extremely partisan in 

nature. (Marschall 12) Even as comic strips changed and developed after the turn of the 

century, their power to comment on politics and even war remained strong, a power Gray 

was able to capitalize on.  

Little Orphan Annie came into the rapidly developing Comic Strip scene at an opportune 

moment. The audience was interested, the medium of the newspaper was willing, and 

Gray was able. However, his abilities as a storyteller and artist were not so readily 

apparent in the beginning. His style has been described as stilted, bland, and visually dull. 

But in retrospect, critics have described Gray as the comic expressionist-his art has a 

mood of "overall, and overwhelming, tension," with "deliberate figures and frozen 

backgrounds." (Marschall 173) One of the biggest points of conflict between critics and 

fans has been the oval, open eyes of Gray's characters. Richard Marschall contends:  

...Gray infused the circlets with subtle expression and made much of little...the famous 

eyes were symbols of the bleak space they observed and in which Gray placed his 

characters in a spirit of foredoom... (168)  

It is rather depressing to consider that Gray felt that Annie's world was so perilous and so 

very dark. Nevertheless, in reading Annie's adventures, where situations are grim and 

Annie's circumstances grimmer, there is a wonderfully encouraging sense that somehow 

she will get through it, through her own willpower, hard work, and the kindness of 

strangers. Indeed, the kindness of strangers is a constant element in Annie's adventures: 

she arrives in a small town/big city and is without resources/money/strength/ friends, and 

inevitably, some kind people take her in and make her a part of their home.  

August 31, 1932 

This incessant charity in some measure overcomes the starkness of Gray's artistic style, 

and creates a comic strip with both tension and gentleness. Little Orphan Annie is 

essentially a melodrama.  

As Annie developed, Gray's art cleaned up and his style coalesced, and "gone were the 

stories of the 1920s in which Annie befriended baby bears and miniature elephants and 

briefly became a movie star; in the 1930s she met smugglers, avaricious plutocrats, and 

venal labor agitators." (Marschall 168). Gray had become a story teller of the first order 

in comic strips. But his change in style was with America. The Great Depression had 

come, and he used Annie to air his views on life, responsibility, government, and human 

http://www.liss.olm.net/loahp/resources/ww320831.gif
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nature. Gray belonged to the old school of American philosophy, which included the 

Protestant work ethic and "mind-your-own-business." (Marschall 168) He believed that 

with a fair chance, anyone could pull himself up by his own bootstraps, and Annie was 

expected to do so on the average of 2-3 times a year.  

Why was Annie alone and forced to take care of herself so very often? "Daddy" 

Warbucks, her semi-adoptive parent (I say semi, because he never did adopt her - she 

would no longer be a "Little Orphan" if he had), although a caring and concerned 

guardian, had business dealings and various battles to fight all over the world. To his 

credit, he usually tried to leave her in the care of a good school or personal friends, but 

inevitably, Annie fell into danger and had to go out on the road.  

July 2, 1937 

It was her very vulnerability in these situations that made her efforts to make a place for 

herself in some community all the more interesting and heroic.  

Take for example, one of her adventures in the early 1930s. On route to a boarding school 

while "Daddy" is away, Annie finds that the school is really a reformatory, (unbeknownst 

to "Daddy") and escapes from the woman in charge of her. She and her dog Sandy 

journey for a few weeks, hiding in woods and sleeping under trees until she feels safe 

from capture. She picks as her new home a small town called Cosmic City, and after 

going from house to house looking for work or board, is invited in by Mr. and Mrs. 

Futile, the poorest family in town. She sets in to work with a cheerful will, helping do 

housework, going to school and catching up on missed lessons, getting a job as a 

newspaper delivery girl, and starting a small newspaper and novelty store (which she 

turns over to Mr. Futile, who cannot find work).  

November 16, 1932 

She essentially manages to improve the financial situation of the Futiles, restore their 

self-respect, rescue a small boy from drowning, and thwart the evil intents of the town 

rich man, Phineas Pinchpenny. Annie was to follow this model of building up herself and 

those close to her for many more adventures; a pattern that never palls.  

As World War II approached, Little Orphan Annie began to enter a more international 

stage. In 1938 and 39, Annie began to deal with smugglers and spies and other 

threatening characters whose vague plans for world domination were uneasily similar to 

those of Hitler. Gray was not alone in his preparation for war - other cartoonists began 

taking definite stands as well. As the war began in 1941, cartoonists began to make their 

own contributions to the war effort, by bolstering G. I. confidence and strengthening 

morale on the home front. (Couperie 83) Series like Terry and the Pirates, Dick Tracy, 

and Joe Palooka all entered the war - Terry stopped fighting Far Eastern villains and 

started flying fighter planes, Joe Palooka also went to war, and Dick Tracy rooted out spy 

rings in the U. S.  

http://www.liss.olm.net/loahp/resources/ww370702.gif
http://www.liss.olm.net/loahp/resources/ww321116.gif
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In Little Orphan Annie, "Daddy", Punjab, and the Asp return in May of 1942 from some 

remote locale where they have been fighting for the Allies. "Daddy" has become a 3-star 

lieutenant general, although as Annie notices, he is not in an U. S. uniform. "Daddy" 

explains: "Oh--well, you see, Annie, I got in a little ahead of schedule--after all, we're all 

out to lick the same gang.":  

May 4, 1942 

We never are told exactly where he has been, or who he has been fighting with, but in his 

typical style, "Daddy", with the voice of Gray, has used his power for good-as far as he is 

concerned, "If he uses his power only for good, why look too closely into the matter?" 

(Little Orphan Annie March 8, 1941)  

This strain of enlightened despotism flows throughout all of Little Orphan Annie, and is 

one of the disquieting aspects of the comic strip. Punjab and the Asp have to be 

frequently reprimanded (but not too harshly) for removing Warbucks' enemies from the 

scene. They are totally devoted to Warbucks and Annie, and are very good at ferreting 

out villains, but their lack of reliance on the justice system and the police adds to the 

tension of the strip. Having established this aspect of Warbucks' character, it is easy to 

see why he would enter the war before America!  

Less than two weeks later Warbucks sets off again to "do his part" - his own way," and 

Annie stays behind in the household of Dr. Zee. But Gray had no intention of leaving her 

idle as the war surrounded them: "Don't they re'lize we can't win this thing till we all get 

in there an' pitch? Even we kids!"  

May 16, 1942 

Her first mission is dramatic enough for any child on the home front longing for a real 

adventure. She and her friend Panda find a hidden U-boat in a nearby cove, and manage 

to drag a floating mine to dash against the hull and blow it up. But perhaps realizing that 

U-boats did not usually lie in coves around the U. S. coastline, Gray launched Annie into 

the Junior Commandos, her greatest endeavor for the war effort.  

Some of the children around town wonder why Annie and her friend Loretta never take 

time to play with them anymore, assuming that they are just odd. But Annie responds to 

their teasing:  

Loretta an' I have somethin' lots more important than playin', we're doin' war work. It's 

our war, just as much-or maybe more-than anybody else's. We're givin' all we can to help 

those who are givin' ever'thing for us! (Smith 48-49)  

June 15, 1942 

And the Junior Commandos were launched: their purpose, to aid the war effort. "Scrap 

collection--carin' for war workers' kids--savin' fats--anti-noise patrols--sellin' war stamps 

an' bonds--runnin' errands--doin' odd jobs--all to raise money to buy more bonds..." 

http://www.liss.olm.net/loahp/resources/ww420504.gif
http://www.liss.olm.net/loahp/resources/ww420516.gif
http://www.liss.olm.net/loahp/resources/ww420615.gif
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(Little Orphan Annie January 6, 1943) Nothing was too big to tackle, no task too menial 

or exhausting.  

Gray intended for JCs to be very serious and "starched"-"`Colonel' Annie as she came to 

call herself-kept a ledger with the name of every person in town written in it," (Smith 49) 

and by each name a mark was made. If they gave metal, they got a blue star; if they hired 

a JC, a red star; and if they did not even try to do anything, they were doomed to a yellow 

star.  

June 23, 1942 

Then fiction became reality, and the JCs were put into practice in real life-within a month 

of its comic strip introduction in June of 1942, the Junior Commandos were "one of the 

most successful domestic operations of the war." (Smith 49) By the fall of that year, there 

were "close to 20,000 JCs enrolled and filed under localities throughout Metropolitan 

Boston" alone! (Smith 50)  

The idea for the JCs had gone into practice in the real world, but back on the comics 

page, Annie's work was not done. Unable to stay long in any place, Annie is invited to a 

huge Spanish castle in a town called Riverside by a friend of Warbucks, so that she might 

see her "Daddy" again when he got leave. What she does not know is that the castle has 

been taken over by Nazi spies who are using the huge underwater cave under the castle to 

hide U-boats! Annie settles in happily, waiting for her "Daddy" to arrive, but begins to 

notice that all is not as it should be in the castle. But as she keeps her ears and eyes open, 

and her mouth shut (one of Gray's favorite virtues), she revitalizes the JC group that had 

grown lax in Riverside. She becomes their "Colonel" and drills them back into shape.  

January 28, 1943 

This proved to be a great help, for in snooping around the castle, Annie finds hidden 

passageways and discovers that the real owner of the castle and his staff are imprisoned 

in the long-forgotten torture chambers. She and her JC companions formulate a plan to 

release the prisoners and overthrow the Nazi spies. With great cunning and ingenuity, she 

and her friends capture most of the spies and release Malcolm Mitt, the owner of the 

castle and the bearer of the most amazing set of whiskers ever seen on a comics page. 

The JCs fade into the background, and the adults go to work, luring the hidden U-boats 

into the caverns, removing their crews, and sending the boats out again to explode in 

open water. This particular adventure went on for 7 months, from January 4 to July 31, 

1943.  

In later adventures and new locales, even in the midst of danger, Annie kept in touch with 

her JCs. She was famous as their founder, and would step in at a moment's notice and 

whip them into shape. They were to be ready for anything. Within a week of their initial 

inception, Annie had commandeered a woodshed for a headquarters and taken to 

organizing and giving orders quite naturally, a talent she learned from her "Daddy". A 

qualified leader and a tireless worker, Annie made the greatest sacrifices of anyone in her 

http://www.liss.olm.net/loahp/resources/ww420623.gif
http://www.liss.olm.net/loahp/resources/ww430128.gif
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troop for the war effort. In the town of Gooneyville, Annie starts a JC group, but when 

she realizes that each JC is doing the work of three people, goes out to actively recruit the 

children who live on the other side of the tracks in Limbo Lake. Their scorn is daunting, 

but when she knocks down a bully, they instantly respect her and get into the war effort 

full time.  

September 3, 1943 

September 4, 1943 

But eventually Annie left the thriving JCs behind and went on to new tasks - it is during 

this time that Gray's own political ideology became even more evident, and he lost a 

great deal of the popularity he gained in the formation of the JCs. Taking potshots at what 

he perceived as government corruption, (Smith 51) Gray had a run-in with his local ration 

board, which would not allow him the gas coupons he required to go out driving around 

to look for new material for Annie. He took this as a slight, and in Annie's adventures in 

Gooneyville he created a Local Ration Board headed up by "Fred Flask" who had a 

double standard, driving his three cars around town.  

August 16, 1943 

Public outrage at this whining on Gray's part was almost immediate, and Gray dropped 

the sequence. But other aspects of American government that Gray did not like, such as 

FDR, were alluded to more subtly.  

In 1944, Franklin Delano Roosevelt was reelected to his 4th term, and Gray could hardly 

bear it. In desperation, he decided that his alter ego, "Daddy" Warbucks, could not live in 

this poisonous Rooseveltean era. Warbucks returns from another one of his mysterious 

missions, but it is evident that all is not well with him, and Annie begins to worry. But 

Warbucks is not afraid of dying - he speaks confidently about going into death: "No one 

is ever in a hurry to make the final journey. But I'm as ready as I'll ever be...I've lived my 

life according to my time and my generation... probably it's time for me to go!"  

August 17, 1944 

This veiled reference to his discontent with the present administration is stretched over 

several weeks - Mrs. Hold, who cares for him at the end admits to Annie: "Ahem...yes, 

that fever can be pretty bad stuff, you know..." (see Little Orphan Annie August 4, 1944) 

and "Some kinds of weather are worse than others for his fever..." (see Little Orphan 

Annie August 12, 1944). Warbucks died on August 20, 1944. But then FDR died, and 

Gray set to literally dancing on his grave by resurrecting Warbucks with malicious 

comments on how the climate had changed. (Smith, 63)  

August 28, 1945 

Eventually the war came to an end, and Annie and "Daddy" went on to other adventures, 

although after outwitting Nazi spies and working for the war effort, Annie's later 

http://www.liss.olm.net/loahp/resources/ww430903.gif
http://www.liss.olm.net/loahp/resources/ww430904.gif
http://www.liss.olm.net/loahp/resources/ww430816.gif
http://www.liss.olm.net/loahp/resources/ww440817.gif
http://www.liss.olm.net/loahp/resources/ww450828.gif
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adventures seem to lack some of the vitality and excitement of the war years. Annie 

continued on her way, making a difference in the lives of the people around her, 

thwarting evil intent, and helping the underdog. However Annie was not, as has been so 

incorrectly portrayed in the musical Annie, a boundless optimist. She knew what she 

could expect from people, both good and bad. Educated by her experiences and her 

"Daddy," Annie was too wise to ever rest on her laurels. She continued working to 

improve wherever she went.  

In March of 1943, Coronet magazine pronounced Annie "more of a heroine than Joan of 

Arc, more tragic and appealing than Helen of Troy, and far more real than the current 

glamour girl to 50,000 people of assorted sizes and shapes and of all ages." (Smith 50) 

Coronet declared that Little Orphan Annie had gone from being a "comic strip" to a 

"cosmic strip". (Smith 51) It was her vulnerability, combined with her practical/hopeful 

philosophy that made her as appealing as she was to the American public. She was the 

model American: resourceful, clever, generous, self-sufficient and ambitious. She had a 

shield of invulnerability, partially due to the medium in which she was presented (Gray 

would hardly kill her off) but also due to her unfailing energy and basic belief in her own 

abilities and talents to take care of herself that made her stronger than most adults.  

Annie was a child, yet it was believable that she could develop and organize an enormous 

organization of children to aid in the war effort on the home front. She was only twelve 

years old, but it was conceivable that she could uncover a nest of Nazi spies and outwit 

them. She was a little girl with no parents, no last name, and no protection from the cruel 

world, yet she had the ability to bring out the best in the people around her, cross class 

barriers, and create lasting friendships within every society she passed through. Like 

Odysseus or Aeneas, she was sentenced to wander eternally, (Marschall 177) but we are 

made the richer for it.  

March 28, 1936 
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  Harold Gray 

Harold Gray (January 20, 1894- September 6, 1968) was an American newspaper artist 

and cartoonist. 

He was born in Kankakee, Illinois, and grew up on a farm near the small town of 

Chebanse, Illinois. 

He graduated from Purdue University with a degree in Engineering but as an artist was 

largely self-taught. A former letterer for Sidney Smith on the Gumps, he came up with a 

strip idea in 1924 for Little Orphan Otto, the title quickly altered by the Chicago 

Tribune’s editor to Little Orphan Annie. By the thirties this strip had evolved from a 

crudely-drawn melodrama to a crisply rendered atmospheric spectacle whose dialogue 

consisted mainly of meditations on Gray’s own deeply conservative philosophy, which 

was similar to Objectivism, the philosophy of Ayn Rand. 

Little Joe, the strip his assistant Ed Leffingwell worked upon, was something he was 

heavily involved in too, and he sometimes ghosted the strip. Maw Green was published 

as a “top strip”, something newspapers used to commission so they could devote entire 

pages to single cartoonists in the old days. It mixed vaudeville timing with the same 

deeply conservative attitudes as Annie. 
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Lesson Plan: Cartoon Scavenger Hunt 

 

Objectives: Students will become familiar with social commentary 

as portrayed in cartoons. 

 

Materials: Computer lab with internet access-1 station per 2 

students; handout 

 

Activities: Explore the visual language of editorial cartoons to gain 

a better understanding of the characterization of issues in the press. 

 

 Teacher Procedure Student Activities 

 

Set Ask students if they were to 

draw an editorial cartoon 

about the major news story of 

the day [give specific 

example] what kinds of 

things they might use to 

illustrate the event and their 

point of view. 

Discussion. 

Contribute to list of objects.  

Instruct Direct students to log onto 

interent & proceed to 

www.cagle.com & select 

editorial cartoons contents 

page from the left hand 

navigation column then select 

editorial cartoons:page 1 

from the contents page. 

Proceed through cartoons 

pages. 

Ask what objects students see 

in the editorial cartoons. 

Certain objects are common 

to editorial cartooning -they 

Active listening & opening web pages. 

Discussion.  

http://cagle.msnbc.com/
http://cagle.msnbc.com/comics/editorial1.asp
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are like a vocabulary list. 

Distribute handout and direct 

students to look at all the 

pages of editorial cartoons to 

complete the hunt.  

Guided 

Practice 

Circulate to keep students on 

task & verify entries.(Can use 

the honor system, rubber 

stamp, signature, etc.) 

Act as resource.  

Students will look at all editorial cartoons 

on all the pages and search for all the items 

on the list. They will record them by citing 

the cartoonist & the event depicted. 

[Can work in pairs or cooperative groups]  

Closure Direct discussion. 

Get students to speculate on 

why certain objects were 

extremely hard to find.  

Present results of search- which were easy 

to find, which difficult. 

Why?  

 

 

 Homework: Choose one of the easy to find objects from the list and propose some 

reasons that it appears so frequently. 

 

 Evaluation: Completion of the list, written assignment and discussion. 

 

Extension:  
NOTE: This activity may be used over several days or as a filler at the 

end of class when students are working independently in the 

computer lab.  Could be a long term project, even extending 

over the course of a semester, with some type of recognition 

for the student(s) finding the most items off the list. 
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Hand Out: Scavenger Hunt: Check the box if 

you can find ... 

 

A Donkey 

An Elephant 

A Bear 

A Bull 

A Pig 

A Farm Animal 

A Dangerous Animal 

A Bird 

A Dove 

A Shark 

A Dog 

President Clinton 

A Former President 

Another Politician 

The White House 

The Capital Building 

A Monument 

Statue of Liberty 

Statue of Blind Lady Justice 

Another Famous Statue 

A Famous Painting  

A Symbol of a Company  

An Angel 

A Devil 

The Grim Reaper 

Father Time or Santa Claus 

Someone Who is Very Fat 

Someone who is Crying 

Someone who is Fighting 

A Dollar Bill or Dollar Sign 

Road Signs 

Cars and Trucks 

A Television Set 

A Computer 

A Baby 

An Old Man 

Picket Signs 

Reporters/Media 

Garbage 

Something from a Circus 

Something from a Game 

A Family, Kids or Teenagers 

A Soldier 

Someone in Danger 

Someone in Pain 

A Canon or Big Gun 

A Pistol or Rifle 

A Bomb 

An Airplane or Tank  

A Big Mess 

A Hammer 

An Axe, Sword or Knife 

A Skull and Crossbones 
        
       Something from a Movie 

Something from a TV Show 

Something from a TV Commercial 

The Energizer Bunny 
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Retrieved from:  

http://cagle.msnbc.com/teacher/elementary/l

essonplanES4.asp  

 

http://cagle.msnbc.com/teacher/elementary/S

cavengerHandout.asp  

 

 

 

Image Retrieved From: http://cgi.ebay.com/Little-

Orphan-Annie-BROADWAY-press-photo-

13_W0QQitemZ260058977648QQihZ016QQcategoryZ778QQr

dZ1QQcmdZViewItem 

http://cagle.msnbc.com/teacher/elementary/lessonplanES4.asp
http://cagle.msnbc.com/teacher/elementary/lessonplanES4.asp
http://cagle.msnbc.com/teacher/elementary/ScavengerHandout.asp
http://cagle.msnbc.com/teacher/elementary/ScavengerHandout.asp
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http://cgi.ebay.com/Little-Orphan-Annie-BROADWAY-press-photo-13_W0QQitemZ260058977648QQihZ016QQcategoryZ778QQrdZ1QQcmdZViewItem
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Lesson Plan: Forming Opinions 

 

Objectives: Students will be able to form and express an opinion 

about current news events. 

 

Materials: Computer lab w/internet access-1 station per 2 students 

 

Activities: Investigate cartoons as research for students expressing 

their own point of view through the creation of a cartoon 

 

 Teacher Procedure Student Activities 

 

Set 

Ask students their opinion 

about some current news 

story. For example; Should 

the government fund the arts? 

Discussion. 

Contribute to list of events.  

Instruct 

Direct students to log onto 

interent & proceed to select 

cartoons. 

Have everyone look at the 

same cartoon-what is the 

event portrayed & the 

opinion being expressed. 

Direct students to find a 

cartoon whose pint of view is 

different from their own.  

Active listening & opening web pages. 

Discussion.  

Guided 

Practice 

Circulate to keep students on 

task & offer assistance. 

Act as resource. 

Have students record the 

events depicted on overhead 

transparencies or on the 

board.  

Students will choose a single cartoon about 

an event with which they are familiar, but 

which illustrates an opinion other than 

their own. 

Use the cartoon as a springboard to plan 

their own cartoon in response to the 

cartoon they have chosen.  

Closure Direct discussion. 

Selected students will present the cartoons 

they have chosen, the opinion being 

expressed & their reason for making thier 

choice. 
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Homework: 
Execute their plan for a cartoon for the opposing view of the event 

depicted in the cartoon they selected. 

 

Evaluation: 
Assess comprehension of the point of views depicted through 

discussion & development of the opposing cartoons. 

Retrieved From: 

http://cagle.msnbc.com/teacher/elementary/lesso

nplanES2.asp  

 

http://cagle.msnbc.com/teacher/elementary/lessonplanES2.asp
http://cagle.msnbc.com/teacher/elementary/lessonplanES2.asp
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Lesson Plan: 'Toon Tic Tac Toe 

 

Objectives: Students will be able to recognize and comprehend 

symbols & what they represent. 

 

Materials: Computer lab with internet access-1 station per 2 

students; handout 

 

Activities: Explore symbolism through an analysis of editorial 

cartoons. 

 

 Teacher Procedure Student Activities 

 

Set Ask students to name some 

common symbols. You may 

need to prompt, such as flag, 

dollar sign , pig.... 

Discussion. 

Contribute to list of symbols.  

Instruct Direct students to log onto 

interent & proceed to 

www.cagle.com & select 

editorial cartoons contents 

page from the left hand 

navigation column then select 

editorial cartoons: page 1 

from the contents page. 

Proceed through cartoons 

pages. 

Ask what symbols students 

see in the editorial cartoons. 

Ask why they think these 

symbols were chosen, and 

what they are used to 

represent. 

Distribute handout and direct 

students to look at all the 

pages of editorial cartoons & 

take turns filling in the 

squares.  

Active listening & opening web pages. 

Discussion.  

Guided 

Practice 

Circulate to keep students on 

task & verify entries.(Can use 

the honor system, rubber 

Students will look at all editorial cartoons 

on all the pages to find symbols which 

represent the concepts listed in the squares 

http://cagle.msnbc.com/
http://cagle.msnbc.com/comics/editorial1.asp
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stamp, signature, etc.) 

Act as resource.  

and complete the tic-tac-toe game. 

Can be done in pairs or teams of two 

against two.  

Closure Direct discussion. 

Get students to speculate on 

the frequency of certain 

symbols and the range of 

meaning s they might be used 

to convey.  

Compare how the same symbol can be 

used differently and how the same concept 

can be represented by a variety of symbols. 

 

 

Homework: Choose one of the symbols found in one of the cartoons and ask three 

different people what it represents to them. Try to choose people of 

different age, gender and background. Include your own point of 

view. 

 

Evaluation: Assess comprehension of symbols & their use through discussion and 

written assignment. 

 

Extension:   
NOTE: This activity may be used over several days or as a filler at the end of 

class when students are working independently in the computer lab. 

Different cards can be easily generated by moving the concepts 

around into different squares.  
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Handout: Cartoon Tic Tac Toe  

  

 

Retrieved From: 

http://cagle.msnbc.com/teacher/elementary/l

essonplanES3.asp  

http://cagle.msnbc.com/teacher/elementary/lessonplanES3.asp
http://cagle.msnbc.com/teacher/elementary/lessonplanES3.asp
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Lesson Plan: Cartoon Symbol Bingo 

 

Objectives: Students will be able to recognize and comprehend 

symbols & what they represent. 

 

Materials: Computer lab with internet access-1 station per 2 

students; handout 

 

Activities: Explore symbolism through analysis of editorial 

cartoons. 

 

 Teacher Procedure Student Activities 

 

Set Ask students to name some 

common symbols. You may 

need to prompt, such as flag, 

dollar sign , pig.... 

Discussion. 

Contribute to list of symbols.  

Instruct Direct students to log onto 

Internet & proceed to 

www.cagle.com & select 

editorial cartoons contents 

page from the left hand 

navigation column then select 

editorial cartoons: page 1 

from the contents page. 

Proceed through cartoons 

pages. 

Ask what symbols students 

see in the editorial cartoons. 

Ask why they think these 

symbols were chosen, and 

what they are used to 

represent. 

Distribute handout and direct 

students to look at all the 

pages of editorial cartoons to 

fill in bingo squares..  

Active listening & opening web pages. 

Discussion.  

Guided 

Practice 

Circulate to keep students on 

task & verify entries.(Can use 

the honor system, rubber 

stamp, signature, etc.) 

Act as resource.  

Students will look at all editorial cartoons 

on all the pages to find symbols which 

represent the concepts listed in the squares 

and complete the bingo card. 

Play continues until someone has bingo- 

http://cagle.msnbc.com/
http://cagle.msnbc.com/comics/editorial1.asp
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can continue to blackout.  

Closure Direct discussion. 

Get students to speculate on 

the frequency of certain 

symbols and the range of 

meanings they might be used 

to convey.  

Compare how the same symbol can be 

used differently and how the same concept 

can be represented by a variety of symbols. 

 

 

 Homework: Choose one of the symbols found in one of the cartoons and ask three 

different people what it represents to them. Try to choose people of 

different age, gender and background. Also include your own point of 

view. 

 

 Evaluation: Assess comprehension of symbols & their use through discussion and 

written assignment. 

 

Extension: Have students research the origins of an iconic symbol such as Uncle 

Sam, the Republican elephant, Democratic donkey, or even the old 

hammer & sickle. 
NOTE: This activity may be used over several days or as a filler at the end of 

class when students are working independently in the computer lab 
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Handout:  

Cartoon Bingo 

 
 

Find five in a row and you win ... BINGO!  

 

   An 

average 

person 

Animals  Greed 

Free 

Poverty 

Free 

Foolishness 

  

 U.S. 

President  

 Waste  Suffering or 

Victims 

 Hatred  Television 

Free 

 Indifference Threats 

Fighting or 

aggression 

Evil A monster Statues or 

Monuments 

Free 

The Media 

Free 

 Arrogance Someone 

can't see the 

obvious 

 Ignorance 

 

 

Retrieved From: 

http://cagle.msnbc.com/teacher/middle/bingo.

asp  

http://cagle.msnbc.com/teacher/middle/bingo.asp
http://cagle.msnbc.com/teacher/middle/bingo.asp
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Lesson Plan: Little Orphan Annie and WWII 

This lesson was originally published By Michael Young, former History Department 

Chair, Omaha Burke High School on the Nebraska Studies website 

http://www.nebraskastudies.org/0800/frameset.html  

It featured Little Orphan Annie in the segments titled "The Home 

Front" and "Victory and Children."  It also included a copy of page 185 "Junior 

Commandos" from the Nebraska History magazine titled "What Did You Do in the 

War?" Vol. 72. No. 4. Winter 1991.  

This lesson has been reconstructed from the original.   

Have students view and read the posters and read the section from the Nebraska 

Studies website Front Lines & the Home Front (included below.)  Follow this by 

reading The Children’s War, A Guide to Books for Young Readers about World 

War II and the Little Orphan Annie comics included in the article. 

Engage students in a written or oral discussion of the following questions:  

a. What is the purpose of the comic strip?  

b. What role does Little Orphan Annie play?  

c. Do you think this form of propaganda was effective in World War II? 

Why or why not?  

d. Do you think this form of propaganda would be effective today?  

e. Cite examples of popular comic strip characters today that could be used 

to encourage Americans to support a war in contemporary times. What 

symbols could be used to make the comic strip effective.  

Conclusion:  

Students should learn what propaganda is and what the basic propaganda techniques are. 

They will also have learned what the causes of American entry in to World War II were, 

what role Nebraskans played, and how political posters were used to promote support by 

the American people for World War II. In conclusion, students will also develop skills to 

analyze primary resources such as videos, posters, letters, and political cartoons. 

http://www.nebraskastudies.org/0800/frameset.html
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Front Lines & the Home Front 

 



 30 
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The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor changed the lives of all 
Nebraskans. They became united in a common goal of achieving total 
victory, no matter what the sacrifice. Most Nebraskans did not serve in 
the armed forces. As civilians, however, they faced many challenges on 
the home front, and they did their part to help win the war. The Uncle 
Sam recruiting poster and the events at Pearl Harbor helped motivate a 
great number of young men to enlist and fight on the front lines. 

Nebraskans were told to "get in the scrap", and they did enthusiastically. 
They were encouraged to buy War Bonds to help finance the effort, and 
they did. They were told to take jobs and help produce tanks and planes 
and ammunition. They were told to save and recycle materials. They 
did. For instance, the Lincoln campfire girls were very proud of the 
results of their scavenging. 

"The Junior Commandos collected scrap of all kinds. My sister and I picked 
up cigarette packages and gum wrappers all the way home from school 
each day and separated the tin foil from the paper. We then made a big 
ball from it. When it became the size of a softball, we turned it into the junk 
dealer. It had to weigh five pounds before he would take it." 
— James Murphy, Columbus Grade school student. 
"All I knew when I heard [about] Pearl Harbor that day, I said, ‘Well there 
goes my wedding in June.’ " 
— Marie Curtis, Genoa Rural school teacher. 

The war had a great impact on romance. The number of marriage 
licenses issued in Lancaster County doubled between 1942 and 1943. 
Unfortunately, many marriages did not last during the war years. Long 
separations and the threat of death greatly affected people’s lives. The 
divorce rate soared. 

RETRIEVED FROM: http://www.nebraskastudies.org/1925-1949/nebraska-wwii-pearl-

harbor/front-lines-the-home-front/  

http://www.nebraskastudies.org/1925-1949/nebraska-wwii-pearl-harbor/front-lines-the-home-front/
http://www.nebraskastudies.org/1925-1949/nebraska-wwii-pearl-harbor/front-lines-the-home-front/
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S u n d a y ,  J u n e  2 3 ,  2 0 1 3  

Sunday Funnies #11: Leapin' Lizards! June 1942 Little 
Orphan Annie Gets in the Scrap 

 "What are you doin' to help win the war, mister?" 

 

When the country went to war, so did America's "strippers" that is, the author's and 

illustrator's of the comic strips already enjoyed by millions of fans young and old.  Little 

Orphan Annie was no exception.  The gangster stories of the 1930s that had entertained 

readers were out and war service stories were in as Annie became a home front sweetheart. 

 

And it didn't take Annie long to organize the Junior Commandos with her friends.  And the 

idea caught on - before long there were thousands and thousands of real Junior Commandos 

all over the country, 20,000 in Boston alone.  And even Dottie's little brother Burk in the 

novel Crystal City Lights embodied the Junior Commando spirit, despite being interned by 

the country he was helping.  So, what is a Junior Commando?  I think Dottie explains it best: 

"Little Orphan Annie is organizing groups of kids all over the country to collect newspapers, 

scrap metal, and all kinds of stuff that can be reused for the war effort.  They sell the scrap 

and then buy war stamps and bonds.  Burk even made himself a special armband with "JC" 

written on it so everyone will know he's a Junior Commando just like Annie." (page 135) 

  

The Junior Commandos came into being on June 15, 1942 when Annie and her friend Loretta 

tell the other girls they have no time to play - they are busy doing war work and the rest is, as 

they say, history.  And Annie and the Junior Commandos returned to the comic strip on and 

off as needed in the various storylines that ran throughout the war.  But for now, I hope you 

enjoy the beginning of this pop culture phenomena: 

 

http://thechildrenswar.blogspot.com/2013/06/crystal-city-lights-by-holly-moulder.html
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 RETRIEVED FROM: https://thechildrenswar.blogspot.com/2013/06/sunday-

funnies-10-june-1942-little.html 

https://thechildrenswar.blogspot.com/2013/06/sunday-funnies-10-june-1942-little.html
https://thechildrenswar.blogspot.com/2013/06/sunday-funnies-10-june-1942-little.html
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Assessment Activity: 

One or both of the following activities could be used to assess student knowledge.  

Activity Number 1: Analytical Essay:  

  

Instruct students to do a written analysis of a minimum of 500 words 

analyzing the use of propaganda to influence the American people during 

World War II. Students should include an analysis of the following in 

their essay: 

a. A definition of propaganda and the various techniques used  

b. The use of posters as a propaganda device  

c. Examples of propaganda techniques used to influence adults and 

children  

d. The success or failure of the American government to win support 

from the American public for the war effort  

e. A summary by the student indicating if they think it is ok for the 

government to use propaganda techniques to support an American 

war effort  

  

Include documentation, a bibliography, etc. Use a rubric to assess student knowledge. 

Teachers can create their own rubric or use one of the following rubrics:  

School Improvement in Maryland. Instruction. Social Studies Rubric. 

http://www.mdk12.org/instruction/curriculum/hsa/critical_thinking/soc_stds_rubric.html 

 

http://www.mdk12.org/instruction/curriculum/hsa/critical_thinking/soc_stds_rubric.html
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Activity Number 2: Multiple-choice  Trivia 

Hand Out 

  

Directions: Make your best guess and circle the correct letter.  Compare your answers 

with the answer key.  

1. American children were encouraged to help in the war effort by doing which of the 

following:  

  

A. selling war bonds 

B. contributing their extra pennies for war bonds 

C. serving in the Nebraska National Guard 

D. selling scrap metal to the United States Government  

2. Which of the following men painted World War II posters and was born in 

Nebraska: 

  

A. Butler Miltonberger 

B. John Falter 

C. Clark Gable 

D. Dwight Griswold  

3. Nebraskans greatest contribution to the war effort was: 

  

A. agricultural production 

B. the support of the Nebraska National Guard 

C. scrap metal 

D. military armaments  

4. Which of the following is not a propaganda technique: 

  

A. the device of plain folks 

B. the device of testimonials 

C. the device of transfer 

D. the device of recall  

5. Which of the following is true with reference to the use of propaganda during 

World War II:  

  

A. the U.S. Government propaganda techniques were not successful 

B. Germany and Italy did not use propaganda techniques 

C. the U.S. Government used posters to encourage American women to join in the 

war effort 

D. the U.S. Government passed laws making it illegal for the military to use 

propaganda techniques  
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6. Which of the following is least characteristic of posters used for propaganda 

purposes: 

  

A. the use of symbols 

B. Distortion of the physical features of enemy soldiers 

C. lack of color 

D. appeals to patriotism and emotion  

7. Which of the following entertainment celebrities did not come to Nebraska during 

World War II to encourage Nebraska to support the war effort:  

  

A. Ronald Reagan 

B. Abbott and Costello 

C. Robert Taylor 

D. Gene Autry  

Answers to the Multiple Choice Trivia activity:  

1. B  

2. B 

3. A  

4. D 

5. C  

6. C  

7. D 

 

 

ORIGINALLY Retrieved From: 

http://www.nebraskastudies.org/0800/framese

t_reset.html?http://www.nebraskastudies.org

/0800/resources/0800_1031.html  

http://www.nebraskastudies.org/0800/frameset_reset.html?http://www.nebraskastudies.org/0800/resources/0800_1031.html
http://www.nebraskastudies.org/0800/frameset_reset.html?http://www.nebraskastudies.org/0800/resources/0800_1031.html
http://www.nebraskastudies.org/0800/frameset_reset.html?http://www.nebraskastudies.org/0800/resources/0800_1031.html
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Standards and Benchmarks: 

English Language Arts 

Students read, comprehend, and respond to a range of materials, 
using a variety of strategies for different purposes. 
Focus: Reading as a Process • Responding to Text • Word Meaning • 
Word Identification • Understanding Textual Features • Connecting 

Reading to Prior Knowledge and Experiences 

 

Reading Standards for Literature, Grade 4 

The following standards offer a focus for instruction each year and help ensure that 

students gain adequate exposure to a range of texts and tasks. Rigor is also infused 

through the requirement that students read increasingly complex texts through the 

grades. Students advancing through the grades are expected to meet each year’s 

grade-specific standards and retain or further develop skills and understandings 

mastered in preceding grades. 

Key Ideas and Details 
1. Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says 
explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text. 
2. Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details in the text; 
summarize the text. 
3. Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story or drama, drawing on 
specific details in the text (e.g., a character’s thoughts, words, or actions). 
Craft and Structure 
4. Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, 
including figurative language such as metaphors and similes. 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 
7. Make connections between the text of a story or drama and a visual or oral 
presentation of the text. 
9. Compare and contrast the treatment of similar themes and topics (e.g., 
opposition of good and evil) and patterns of events (e.g., the quest) in stories, 
myths, and traditional literature from different cultures. 
 
Focus: Writing as a Flexible, Recursive Process • Awareness of 

Purpose and Audience • Variety of Approaches to Writing Frequent, 

Meaningful Practice • Connecting Writing to Prior Experiences 

 

Research to Build and Present Knowledge 
 7. Conduct short research projects that build knowledge through investigation of 
different aspects of a topic.  
8. Recall relevant information from experiences or gather relevant information 
from print and digital sources; take notes and categorize information, and 
provide a list of sources.  
9. Draw relevant evidence from grade-appropriate literary or informational texts 
to support analysis, reflection, and research.  
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Research to Build and Present Knowledge, Grade 7 
9. Compare and contrast a fictional portrayal of a time, place, or character and a 
historical account of the same period as a means of understanding how authors of 
fiction use or alter history. 
 
K-12 Student Standards for Social Studies » World History 
History 
Standard 1 – Historical Thinking Skills 
Students use information and concepts to solve problems, interpret, 
analyze, and draw conclusions from historical events. 
WH.1.1 Produce clear and coherent writing for a range of tasks, purposes, and 
audiences by: 
• conducting historical research 
• evaluating a broad variety of primary and secondary sources 
• comparing and contrasting varied points of view 
• determining the meaning of words and phrases from historical texts 
• using technology to research, produce, or publish a written product 
WH.1.2 Compare historical periods in terms of differing political, social, 
religious, and economic issues 
WH.1.3 Use a variety of sources to analyze the validity of information in terms of 
facts, opinions, or propaganda 
WH.1.4 Analyze historical events through the use of debates, timelines, 
cartoons, maps, graphs, and other historical sources 
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Annie: The Play 

 

 

 
 

Image Retrieved From:  

http://www.biglittlebooks.com/images/Little

%20Orphan%20Annie%20BBB%20cvr.jpg  

http://www.biglittlebooks.com/images/Little%20Orphan%20Annie%20BBB%20cvr.jpg
http://www.biglittlebooks.com/images/Little%20Orphan%20Annie%20BBB%20cvr.jpg
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                                    Plot 

Act One 

Annie is an 11-year old orphan girl living in Depression era New York City (her birthday 

is October 28, 1922, and the show takes place in 1933.)  The part has however been 

portrayed by actresses with actual ages ranging from 10 to 15.  The play begins late one 

December night, when an orphan girl named Molly is jolted awake by dreams of her 

parents. Annie shows the girl a note her parents left her in one half of a heart-shaped 

locket, which promises that they will one day come get her (Maybe). 

Shortly after this, Annie realizes that her "folks are never coming for [her,]" and that she 

has to go find them.  She decides to escape the orphanage, but is quickly thwarted by 

Miss Hannigan, the cruel woman who owns the orphanage. The children are forced to 

clean the orphanage at this early hour (It's the Hard Knock Life), though when Bundles 

McCloskey, the laundryman, comes to pick up the orphan's sheets, Annie escapes in a 

laundry basket, and the orphans celebrate her escape (It's the Hard Knock Life - Reprise). 

During her escape, Annie meets a dog named Sandy (Tomorrow) and meets a group of 

people in a Hooverville (We'd Like To Thank You Herbert Hoover). During a raid on the 

Hooverville, however, Annie loses track of Sandy, and is found by the police and is taken 

back to the orphanage (Little Girls). Mere minutes after Annie is returned to Hannigan, 

Grace Farrell, secretary to billionaire Oliver Warbucks, arrives at the orphanage. 

Warbucks wishes to have an orphan stay at his home for Christmas (reasons for the 

adoption vary from version to version, from the need for an heir to a PR stunt), so Annie 

is taken by Grace. 

Though the servants at Warbucks' mansion welcome Annie warmly (I Think I'm Gonna 

Like it Here), Warbucks is more hesitant to accept Annie. The two strengthen their bond 

during a trip to the Roxy (N.Y.C.), as well as other briefly mentioned trips. Warbucks 

quickly decides that he wishes to adopt Annie. Hannigan is clearly angered over this 

news, and with the help of her conman brother Rooster and his girlfriend Lily St. Regis, 

the three develop a plan to get rich off of Annie (Easy Street). 

To break the ice for a request for adoption, Warbucks buys Annie a new heart locket. 

(Why Should I Change A Thing?) When the girl approaches hysteria as he attempts to 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Depression
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orphan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heart
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Locket
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hooverville
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oliver_%22Daddy%22_Warbucks
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christmas
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heir
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PR
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mansion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roxy_Theater
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conman
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take the old locket off, Warbucks realizes that Annie still wishes to find her parents. He 

swears to Annie that he will find her mother and father (You Won't Be An Orphan For 

Long). 

Act Two 

The pair go on a radio show, and initiate a public plea for Annie's parents. Warbucks 

offers $50,000 to anyone who can prove that they are Annie's parents - or, whoever has 

the second half of the locket (You're Never Fully Dressed Without a Smile). The radio 

broadcast is heard by the orphans (You're Never Fully Dressed Without a Smile (Reprise), 

as well as Miss Hannigan. Rooster and Lily plan to pose as Annie's parents, and with 

Hannigan's knowledge of the second half of the locket, take the reward money and leave 

town (Easy Street - Reprise). 

Meanwhile, during a visit to the White House, Warbucks and Annie inspire Roosevelt 

and his Cabinet to introduce the New Deal platform (Tomorrow - Cabinet Reprise). After 

a paper from the F.B.I. shows that it will be impossible to trace Annie's parents through 

the locket - over 90,000 were made - and the 1,000+ people claiming to be Annie's 

parents turn out to be liars, Warbucks decides to adopt Annie (Something was Missing, I 

Don't Need Anything But You). 

During an improvised party celebrating the eve of Annie's adoption, Lily and Rooster 

enter disguised as "Ralph Mudge" and "Shirley Mudge", and claim to be Annie's parents. 

As the couple has a false birth certificate and the other locket half, Warbucks 

begrudgingly accepts the two as Annie's parents. Warbucks invites the pair to come pick 

her up the next day, on Christmas morning. 

Warbucks, and surprisingly Annie, are saddened over this turn of events (Maybe - 

Reprise). New news from the F.B.I. is quickly received - Annie's real parents, David and 

Margaret Bennett, have died. Lily, Rooster, and their accomplice Hannigan are all 

arrested. The play ends with a full cast song (New Deal for Christmas), the adoption of 

Annie by Warbucks, and the re-uniting of Sandy and Annie. 

 Retrieved from: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Annie    

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radio
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_House
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franklin_Delano_Roosevelt
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cabinet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Deal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/F.B.I.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Birth_certificate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christmas
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Annie: The Songs 

 

 

Image retrieved from: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Annie 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Annie_Musical_Poster.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Annie_Musical_Poster.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Annie
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Tomorrow 

 [ANNIE] 

The sun'll come out  

Tomorrow 

Bet your bottom dollar  

That tomorrow  

There'll be sun!  

 

Just thinkin' about 

Tomorrow  

Clears away the cobwebs,  

And the sorrow  

'Til there's none!  

 

When I'm stuck a day  

That's gray,  

And lonely,  

I just stick out my chin  

And Grin,  

And Say,  

Oh!  

 

The sun'll come out 

Tomorrow  

So ya gotta hang on  

'Til tomorrow  

Come what may  

Tomorrow! Tomorrow! 

I love ya Tomorrow!  

You're always 

A day 
A way! 
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It's the Hard-Knock Life  

  [ORPHANS] 

It's the hard-knock life for us! 

It's the hard-knock life for us! 

 

[ANNIE] 

'Steada treated,  

 

[ORPHANS] 

We get tricked!  

 

[ANNIE] 

'Steada kisses,  

 

[ORPHANS] 

We get kicked!  

 

[ALL] 

It's the hard-knock life! 

Got no folks to speak of, so,  

It's the hard-knock row we how!  

 

[ANNIE] 

Cotton blankets,  

 

[ORPHANS] 

'Steada of wool!  

 

[ANNIE] 

Empty Bellies  

 

[ORPHANS] 

'Steada of full!  

 

[ALL] 

It's the hard-knock life!  

 

[ANNIE] 

Don't if feel like the wind is always howl'n?  

 

[KATE AND TESSIE] 

Don't it seem like there's never any light!  
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[DUFFY AND JULY] 

Once a day, don't you wanna throw the towel in? 

 

[MOLLY AND PEPPER] 

It's easier than puttin' up a fight. 

 

[ANNIE] 

No one's there when your dreams at night get creepy!  

No one cares if you grow...of if you shrink! 

No one dries when your eyes get wet an' weepy!  

 

[ALL] 

From all the cryin' you would think this place's a sink!  

Ohhhh!!!!!!! 

Empty belly life!  

Rotten smelly life!  

Full of sorrow life!  

No tomorrow life!  

 

[MOLLY] 

Santa Claus we never see 

 

[ANNIE] 

Santa Claus, what's that?  

Who's he? 

 

[ALL] 

No one cares for you a smidge 

When you're in an orphanage!  

 

[MOLLY] 

(Making a whistling sound and imitating Miss. Hannigan)  

You'll stay up till this dump shines  

like the top of the Chrysler Building.  

 

[ORPHANS] 

Yank the whiskers from her chin 

Jab her with a safety Pin  

Make her drink a mickey finn 

I love you, Miss Hannigan 

 

[MOLLY] 

(whistle) Get to work!  

(whistle) Strip them beds!  

(whistle) I said get to work!  

 

[ALL] 

It's the hard-knock life for us 

It's the hard-knock life for us  

No one cares for you a smidge 

When your in an orphanage  

It's the hard-knock life  It's the hard-knock life 
It's the hard-knock life! 
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Maybe 

  [ANNIE] 

Maybe far away 

Or maybe real nearby 

He may be pouring her coffee 

She may be straighting this tie! 

Maybe in a house 

All hidden by a hill 

She's sitting playing piano, 

He's sitting paying a bill!  

 

Betcha they're young 

Betcha they're smart 

Bet they collect things 

Like ashtrays, and art! 

Betcha they're good --  

(Why shouldn't they be?)  

Their one mistake  

Was giving up me!  

 

So maybe now it's time, 

And maybe when I wake  

They'll be there calling me "Baby"...  

Maybe.  

 

Betcha he reads 

Betcha she sews 

Maybe she's made me 

A closet of clothes! 

Maybe they're strict 

As straight as a line...  

Don't really care 

As long as they're mine!  

 

So maybe now this prayer's 

The last one of it's kind...  

Won't you please come get your "Baby"  

 

[ANNIE AND ORPHANS] 
Maybe 
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These are just a few of the songs featured in 

this wonderful musical.  You can find these 

and others at: 

http://www.stlyrics.com/a/annie.htm 

Image Retrieved From: 

http://cgi.ebay.com/Little-Orphan-Annie-

BROADWAY-Smith-Press-Photo-

39_W0QQitemZ260059360284QQihZ016QQcategoryZ778

QQrdZ1QQcmdZViewItem 

http://www.stlyrics.com/a/annie.htm
http://cgi.ebay.com/Little-Orphan-Annie-BROADWAY-Smith-Press-Photo-39_W0QQitemZ260059360284QQihZ016QQcategoryZ778QQrdZ1QQcmdZViewItem
http://cgi.ebay.com/Little-Orphan-Annie-BROADWAY-Smith-Press-Photo-39_W0QQitemZ260059360284QQihZ016QQcategoryZ778QQrdZ1QQcmdZViewItem
http://cgi.ebay.com/Little-Orphan-Annie-BROADWAY-Smith-Press-Photo-39_W0QQitemZ260059360284QQihZ016QQcategoryZ778QQrdZ1QQcmdZViewItem
http://cgi.ebay.com/Little-Orphan-Annie-BROADWAY-Smith-Press-Photo-39_W0QQitemZ260059360284QQihZ016QQcategoryZ778QQrdZ1QQcmdZViewItem
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Image Retrieved From: 

http://cgi.ebay.com/First-Edition-Little-

Orphan-Annie-Comic-Strip-

Book_W0QQitemZ110062325962QQihZ001QQcategory

Z14009QQrdZ1QQcmdZViewItem 

http://cgi.ebay.com/First-Edition-Little-Orphan-Annie-Comic-Strip-Book_W0QQitemZ110062325962QQihZ001QQcategoryZ14009QQrdZ1QQcmdZViewItem
http://cgi.ebay.com/First-Edition-Little-Orphan-Annie-Comic-Strip-Book_W0QQitemZ110062325962QQihZ001QQcategoryZ14009QQrdZ1QQcmdZViewItem
http://cgi.ebay.com/First-Edition-Little-Orphan-Annie-Comic-Strip-Book_W0QQitemZ110062325962QQihZ001QQcategoryZ14009QQrdZ1QQcmdZViewItem
http://cgi.ebay.com/First-Edition-Little-Orphan-Annie-Comic-Strip-Book_W0QQitemZ110062325962QQihZ001QQcategoryZ14009QQrdZ1QQcmdZViewItem
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NACAE Lesson Plan:  

Little Orphan Annie: Leapin' Through the 

Depression 

School Features, Diamond Bookmark, October 2006 

LITTLE ORPHAN ANNIE 1934 
Harold Gray 

Forget the wretched film version and the sappy, upbeat theatrical musical! Harold Gray's original 

Depression-era Little Orphan Annie was in fact a tough, Dickensian melodrama with a sharp political 

viewpoint, filled with a bizarre cast of treacherous villains as wells as the never-say-die Annie and "Daddy" 

Warbucks. Gray's artwork is recognized as a high point in comics -- gritty, atmospheric and proletarian in 

its depiction of the drifters, down-and-outers and criminal class. Compelling, and beautifully rendered. 

Each of these 160-page volumes reprints a full year of strips from the classic early '30s period. Each also 

includes an informative introduction by comics historian R. C. Harvey. HC, 160pg, 11x9, b&w 

(Fantagraphics) 

The following lesson plan by Joanna Boyd Richards was originally published on the National Association 

of Comics Art Educators (NACAE) web page. It can be found in its entirety here: 

https://www.readingwithpictures.org/2008/09/little-orphan-annie-leapin-through-the-depression/  

Materials Needed (adaptable according to activities selected): Access to internet, paper, printer; white-out; 

fine-tipped black felt-tip pens; access to Xerox machine; game of Monopoly, form of blank check 

(instructions included in "Suggested Activities"), copies of Little Orphan Annie comics (reproducible from 

"Printable Items" or from the internet, or from "Recommended Resources." Additional resources about the 

1930's and Depression era (media, books, magazines, etc) might also be helpful; a visit to your school 

media center coinciding with "Suggested Activities" could expand possibilities.  

National Educational Standards Targeted: 

English/Language Arts: 1, 4, 6, 10, 11, 12 

Art: 4, 5 

Economics: 3, 4, 6, 9, 10 

History: US Era 8, standards 1 ,2, 3 

 

Note to Teachers: The multi-layered approach of this lesson allows for adaptability according to focus area 

and age group. If you are using Little Orphan Annie comics as the focus (i.e. studying it as a literary work), 

you will want to focus more on the literature Lesson and less on the Suggested Activities. Those who are 

using Little Orphan Annie comics as a supplementary resource in support of other subjects will likely want 

to skip over the Literature Lesson and simply utilize the Suggested Activities. Good luck and leapin' 

lizards!  

 

https://www.readingwithpictures.org/2008/09/little-orphan-annie-leapin-through-the-depression/
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Background Information:  

Even during "Hard Times" and wartime in America, people have had the need to be entertained. The 

American people in the 1930s and 1940s were no different. They enjoyed many forms of entertainment, 

particularly those that were inexpensive. As hard times ravaged the United States in the 1930s, an 

invincible figure came to buoy American spirits and his name was Superman. But even before this 

superhero made his debut, another sort of "domestic hero" made an appearance and stirred controversial 

admiration among Americans. Harold Gray's Little Orphan Annie debuted in 1924. Daddy Warbucks and 

Annie became a regular part of American culture and lore, inspiring a radio show, a movie, a Broadway 

musical and a 1995 postage stamp. The derivation of Warbucks' name is from his making millions through 

munitions sales in World War I and is said to be modeled after Samuel Insull, the famous capitalist 

achiever who was personal secretary to Thomas A. Edison before amassing millions in the utilities 

network. Warbucks worked as an industrialist, but became a philanthropist as well. Annie came along 

while Warbucks was away on business. Upon his return, he was taken with Annie and took her in 

permanently. He often intervened in Annie's life during crisis, and yet during later years of the comic strip, 

during the Great Depression, Annie often helped him as well.  

 

Featured Comic Strips 
December strips from 1934 (includes Christmas and New Year's); "Something Wrong," "Not So Good," "A 

Woman's Intuition," "Clearing Skies;" "A Hard Job," "Tomorrow," "Shucks! Is That All?" "A Hot Retreat;" 

"Facing the Facts," "Maw Green Nearly Weakens," "For Tomorrow We Diet," "New Hope"  

 

Notes on Featured Comic Strips  
As the title reflects, this lesson deals primarily with Little Orphan Annie and the strip's relationship to the 

Great Depression. It is important to note that Daddy Warbucks himself fell upon hard times. Gray was 

criticized during the Roosevelt years for his arch- conservativism and strong faith in capitalism, as 

evidenced by Warbucks.  

 

Literature Lesson (grades 7-12)  
Point #1. Harold Gray, author and artist behind Little Orphan Annie, has been painted by some as naïve. 

Whether or not this is true would require intense biographical study -- more so than what this lesson will 

cover. Nevertheless it cannot be denied that the speech utilized by the characters in Little Orphan Annie is 

rather simplistic. That is, the vocabulary is youthful and the characters are decidedly either good or evil.  

A. Have students recreate the speech (using comics provided with text whited out) utilizing sophisticated 

vocabulary and more nebulous characterizations. Have the students share what they come up with (you 

might wish to make overhead transparencies of their work for the class to read together).  

 

B. Have students make a list of terms used by Annie that are "youthful" (i.e. leapin lizards, whoppin big, 

sharp) and then come up with functional equivalents that are part of contemporary, youthful vernacular. 

You might use the blank comics again to have them insert these words and see how it changes the strip 

 

Point #2. The Dickens Connection. Parallels can be made between the featured Little Orphan Annie comics 

from 1934 and the stories, characters and settings of Charles Dickens. The most obvious in this case is the 

fact that the interaction between Annie and Daddy Warbucks occurs at Christmas time. Challenge students 

to find other correlations with Dickens and his works. (Obviously students will need to be given excerpts of 

Dickens or be assigned one of works in order to focus on this point).  

 

Suggested Activities:  

1) Xerox strips of the provided Little Orphan Annie samples without any text (simply white-out the text on 

the strips you wish to use). Allow students to fill in new text according to what they've learned about the 

Depression era, the weapons industry at the time, and the storyline of Little Orphan Annie. (grades 3-12)  

 

2) Ask students to write about a modern, fictional character who plays a similar role to that of Annie, 

someone who has a protector and/or benefactor who is not their parent (i.e. Polyanna, young Anakin 
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Skywalker) (grades 6-12)  

 

3) Another popular entertainment item contemporary to the Little Orphan Annie comic strip was the game 

of Monopoly. Allow students to list the various ways one can acquire wealth in Monopoly and allow them 

to play the game. (grades 3-12)  

 

4) Have students come up with their own "tycoon" of the depression era which parallels Daddy Warbucks. 

Have them create a character like Annie to compliment their tycoon. (The Monopoly activity is a good 

segue into this game, as it allows them to reflect on other industries, like the railroad, which prospered 

during the depression era). (grades 7-12)  

 

5) Visit this website  and read the description of Daddy Warbucks as one of Forbes Magazine’s richest -- 

write a similar description for your character, or write the one for Daddy Warbucks in your own words. 

(grades 9-12) (description of Daddy Warbucks also included at the end of this lesson.) 

 

6) Give students three "blank checks." Have them write checks to causes that Oliver Warbucks would have 

had an interest in helping. (They should research to see what philanthropic organizations really existed 

during the 1930's. Blank check template can be created by whiting out pertinent numbers on a real check 

and xeroxed). (grades 5-12)  

 

7) Discuss the primitive nature of Gray's drawings; in particular note that the eyes of his characters have no 

pupils. Have students discuss this feature and try doing drawings in this style. (grades 4-12)  

 

Recommended Resources  
Gray, Harold. Little Orphan Annie in the Great Depression. Dover Publications, Inc., 1979: New York, 

New York.  

Gray, Harold. Little Orphan Annie, Volume 4, 1934. Fantagraphics Books, 1992: Seattle, Washington. 

Download comic strip attachment: included at the end of this lesson 

-----------------Joanna Boyd Richards is a resident of Miami, FL. A musician and educator by trade, she has 

appreciated comics since she was young, with favorites including Richie Rich, Garfield and Y: the Last 

Man. Having taught in Raleigh, NC; Charlotte, NC; rural Kansas; Lawrence, Kansas and Kansas City, MS, 

she finds the use of comics in education to be fun and effective for a lot of objectives. Joanna graduated 

from Davidson College with a B.A. in Music, Appalachian State University with a Masters in Music and 

has continued graduate study in Gifted Education and Administration at the University of Kansas. 

See below for information on the graphic novel used for this lesson plan. For more information on this and 

other titles for your school or library, please contact Allan Greenberg by phone at (800) 452-6642, ext. 864, 

or by email at gallan@diamondbookdistributors.com.  

Retrieved from: 

http://bookshelf.diamondcomics.com/bookmark/SF

_10_01_06_Little_Orphan_Annie.htm 

 
Little Orphan Annie Image Retrieved From: 

http://www.amazon.com/Little-Orphan-Annie-

Great-Depression/dp/0486237370  
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#2 Warbucks, Oliver "Daddy"  

Net Worth: $27.3 billion  

Source: Defense Industries 

Age: 52 

Marital Status: Divorced, one child 

Hometown: New York, N.Y. 

Education: S.U.N.Y. Stony Brook, B.S.  

 

Iraqi conflict has been kind to Warbucks; recipient of 

multiple defense contracts; cat-food holdings also up. 

Since adopting daughter Annie, has spent or given away much of his fortune, but still 

fiction's second-richest man. Rarely seen in public without bodyguards Punjab and Asp; 

both reputed to have mystical powers and great strength. Press reports charge Warbucks 

frequently pulls Annie out of school for globe-trotting jaunts with Sandy, her Airedale 

terrier. Member since 1924. -- Matthew Herper 

Distribution of the Forbes Fictional 15 by U.S. State 

Diameter of disc reflects size of fortune. The red disc indicates Oliver "Daddy" Warbucks 

 
 

RETRIEVED FROM: https://www.readingwithpictures.org/2008/09/little-orphan-annie-

leapin-through-the-depression/   
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Standards and Benchmarks: 

English Language Arts 

 

* Please refer to pages 40-41 for a more 

detailed summary: 

 

Standard: Students read, comprehend, and respond to a range of materials, 
using a variety of strategies for different purposes. 
Focus: Reading as a Process • Responding to Text • Word Meaning • 
Word Identification • Understanding Textual Features • Connecting 

Reading to Prior Knowledge and Experiences 

 

Standard : Students write competently for a variety of purposes and audiences. 
Focus: Writing as a Flexible, Recursive Process • Awareness of 

Purpose and Audience • Variety of Approaches to Writing Frequent, 

Meaningful Practice • Connecting Writing to Prior Experiences 

 

Standard: Students communicate using standard English grammar, 
usage, sentence structure, punctuation, capitalization, spelling, and handwriting. 
Focus: Conventions of Language • Language Patterns • Revising 

Written Text • Editing/Proofreading • Applying Standard English 

in Real-World Contexts 

 

Standard: Students demonstrate competence in speaking and listening as 
tools for learning and communicating. 
Focus: Communication Process • Interpersonal Skills 
 

Standard: Students apply reasoning and problem-solving skills to 
reading, writing, speaking, listening, viewing, and visually representing. 
Focus: Critical Thinking • Questioning • Prediction • Investigation • 
Comprehension • Analysis • Synthesis • Communication 

Understanding 
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                               Stage Productions 

Pre-Broadway 

Annie opened on August 10, 1976 at the Goodspeed Opera House in East Haddam, 

Connecticut. 

Broadway 

 

 
 

Andrea McArdle as Annie on Broadway. 

The original Broadway production opened at the Alvin Theatre on April 21, 1977 and ran 

for 2,377 performances. It starred Andrea McArdle as Annie, Reid Shelton as Daddy 

Warbucks, and Dorothy Loudon as Miss Hannigan. It was nominated for 11 Tony 

Awards and won 7, including Best Musical, Best Score, and Best Book. Replacements 

for McArdle in the lead role included then-child actors Bruce Shelley, Sarah Jessica 

Parker, Allison Smith, and Alyson Kick. 

Original London Cast 

In 1978, a London Cast of Annie opened on West End in London. Though Andrea 

McArdle played the title role for forty performances, Ann Marie Gwatkin did the role for 

most of the show and also appeared on the cast recording. Miss Hannigan was played by 

Sheila Hancock, and Daddy Warbucks was played by Stratford Johns. 
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    Stage sequels 

The first attempt at a sequel, Annie 2: Miss Hannigan's Revenge, opened at the John F. 

Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in Washington, D.C. in December 1989 to 

universally disastrous reviews. Extensive reworking of the script and score proved futile, 

and the project was aborted before reaching Broadway. In 1993, a second attempt (with a 

completely different plot and score), entitled Annie Warbucks, opened at the off-

Broadway Variety Arts Theatre, where it ran for 200 performances. 

Broadway Revival 

A Broadway 20th Anniversary revival in 1997 starred the late Nell Carter, and later Sally 

Struthers as Miss Hannigan, but controversy surrounded the casting of the titular 

character. The original girl cast in the role, Joanna Pacitti, was fired and replaced by her 

understudy while battling bronchitis in her hotel room, just two cities away from their 

Broadway debut. Public sentiment seemed to side with Pacitti as she was the winner of a 

highly-publicized contest to find a new Annie sponsored by the department store Macy's. 

This very public incident, coupled with the rather mixed reviews the new staging 

garnered, doomed it to a short run. After the short Broadway run, however, a moderately 

successful national tour was staged. The orphans on tour and during the Broadway run 

were played by Christiana Anbri, age five, who played "Molly," Katherine Young, age 

six, who played "Kate" and was moved up to the role of "Duffy" after the first eight 

months of the run, Lindsey Watkins, age 9, who played "Tessie," Mackenzie Rosen-

Stone, age nine, who played "Duffy," Casey Tuma, age ten, who played "July," and 

Cassidy Ladden, age eleven, who played "Pepper." 

2005-2007 Tour 

Starting in 2005, a 30th Anniversary traveling production of Annie by Networks Tours 

embarked on a multi-city tour. Due to its popularity, the tour's initial 11-month run was 

extended into 2007. This production is directed by Martin Charnin and stars Conrad John 

Schuck as Daddy Warbucks, Alene Robertson as Miss Hannigan, and Marissa O'Donnell 

as Annie. 

For the first year of the tour, Annie was played by Marissa O'Donnell, Lindsay Ryan 

played molly, molly ryan played Duffy and under study (U.S. ) of Molly. Stevani Weaver 

played Kate and U.S. of Annie, Casey Whyland played Tessie, Taylor Bright played July, 
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and Brittany Portman played Pepper. Throughout the show, there were a couple of 

replacements. Amanda Balon took the place of Lindsay Ryan as Molly, and McCall 

Montz took the place of Molly Ryan as Duffy and U.S. of Molly. Eventually, Jocelyn 

Chmielewski took the place of McCall Montz as Duffy and U.S. of Molly, and Delaney 

Moro took the place of Stevani Weaver as Kate and U.S. of Annie. 

For the 2nd year of the tour, Annie will be played by Marissa O'Donnell again, Amanda 

Balon will move up to the role of Duffy and U.S. of molly and second U.S. of Annie, 

Anastasia Korbal will play Molly, Gabi Nicole Carruba will play Kate and U.S. of Annie, 

Brandy Panfili will play Tessie, NicKayla Tucker will play July, and Madison Zavitz will 

play Pepper. 

Musical Numbers 

        Act 1: 

 Maybe - Annie & Orphans  

 Hard Knock Life - Annie & Orphans  

 Hard Knock Life (Reprise) - Orphans  

 Tomorrow - Annie  

 Hooverville - Hooverville-ites & Annie  

 Little Girls - Miss Hannigan  

 I Think I'm Gonna Like It Here - Grace, Annie & Servants  

 N.Y.C. - Warbucks, Grace, Annie, Star-to-Be, Chorus  

 Easy Street - Miss Hannigan, Rooster, Lily  

 Why Should I Change a Thing? - Warbucks*  

 You Won't Be an Orphan for Long - Grace, Drake, Servants, Annie, Warbucks  
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      Act 2: 

 Fully Dressed - Healy, Boylan Sisters  

 Fully Dressed (Children) - Orphans  

 Easy Street (Reprise) - Miss Hannigan, Rooster, Lily  

 Tomorrow (Cabinet Reprise) - Annie, Roosevelt, Warbucks, Cabinet  

 Something Was Missing - Warbucks  

 I Don't Need Anything But You - Servants, Warbucks, Annie, Grace, Drake, 

Chorus  

 Maybe (Reprise) - Annie  

 New Deal for Christmas - All  

*Added in 2004 when script was revised 
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A n n i e: the Films 
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Many Great Plays have been adapted 
for the silver screen. This next section features trivia, 
bloopers and quotes from the film versions of Annie, 

released in 1982 and 2014. 

1982 film 

The film version, made in 1982 by Columbia Pictures, starred Aileen Quinn as Annie, 

Albert Finney as Daddy Warbucks, Carol Burnett as Miss Hannigan, Bernadette Peters as 

Lily, Ann Reinking as Grace, and Tim Curry as Rooster. The film also restored the 

characters of Warbucks' servants/bodyguards from the comic strip, Punjab and The Asp, 

Played by Geoffrey Holder and Roger Minami respectively. It was directed by John 

Huston, his first and only film musical. The film's reviews ranged from positive to 

extremely hostile, and in spite of a $57 million US box office take (making it 10th 

highest grossing film of the year), the film still did not turn a profit on its theatrical 

release. An actress who played one of the orphan girls in the movie, Marta Marrero, later 

became a successful pop/dance singer as Martika. 

Some of the changes were: 

 Rather than having the movie set at Christmas time, the movie is set in June and 

July. Note the Independence Day celebration at the end of the movie.  

 The film featured Four new songs, "Dumb Dog", "Let's Go to the Movies", "Sign" 

and "We got Annie", and cut "Hooverville", "Why should I change a Thing?", 

"N.Y.C", "You Won't be an Orphan for long", "Something was Missing", "Annie" 

and "New Deal for Christmas". In addition, The song "Maybe" has 2 reprises 

while "Little Girls" and "Easy Street" do not.  

 In the stage play, Hannigan, Rooster and Lily are caught at the Warbucks estate, 

thus not kidnapping Annie. In this movie, she is kidnapped, leading to Warbuck 

organizing a city wide search. Eventually, Punjab and the Asp rescue Annie and 

return her safely at the end. Miss Hannigan also attempts to rescue Annie from 

being killed by Rooster, and is shown joining in the celebration at the end of the 

movie.  

 The scene used for the "Maybe" song was actually the last scene taped for the 

film, the reason being that the original opening was too long. Although the 

"Maybe" song was still used, Annie and Molly are sitting at the window; 

However, this scene was still inserted into the film, only the last part with the rest 

of the orphans singing, after the "Little Girls" scene, during Annie's first night at 

the Warbucks estate.  
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 Punjab and The Asp are bought back for this film, although the characters are 

suuporting roles.  

Sequel 

A sequel to the 1982 film, Annie: A Royal Adventure! was made for television in 1995. 

The sequel starred Ashley Johnson, Joan Collins, George Hearn and Ian McDiarmid and 

involves an evil noblewoman's plot to blow up Buckingham Palace. 

1999 Television Movie 

A made-for-TV movie version appeared in 1999 starring Kathy Bates as Miss Hannigan, 

Kristin Chenoweth as Lily, Victor Garber as Daddy Warbucks, Alan Cumming as 

Rooster and newcomer Alicia Morton as Annie. It was produced by The Walt Disney 

Company and received generally positive reviews and high ratings. It also earned a 1999 

George Foster Peabody Award. Although truer to the original stage musical than the 1982 

movie, it condensed much of the full story in an attempt to make it more viewable for 

children. It featured a special appearance by Andrea McArdle, star of the original 

Broadway production. 

Life After Tomorrow 

A new documentary, featuring many of the orphans who appeared in the show during its 

original Broadway run (1977-1983), Life After Tomorrow, will be released in 2006. For 

more information, visit www.lifeaftertomorrow.com. 

Pop culture references 

This musical is mentioned constantly in popular culture, either directly or indirectly 

through its songs, particularly "Tomorrow". For instance: 

 In the 1994 black comedy Serial Mom, directed by John Waters, a woman rents 

the 1982 film from a video store, and is bludgeoned to death with a leg of mutton 

by the titular serial killer Beverly Sutphin (Kathleen Turner) while watching it 

and singing along.  

 In the Family Guy episode "Peter, Peter, Caviar Eater" (aired 9/23/1999), the 

Griffin family inherits a luxury mansion, and the staff puts on a large-scale 

production number "My God This House Is Freakin' Sweet," directly spoofing the 

song "I Think I'm Gonna Like it Here".  

 "I Think I'm Gonna Like It Here" is also spoofed in the Drawn Together episode 

"Alzheimer's That Ends Well". When Toot is sent to a retirement home, she hates 

the idea until the seniors convince her how great the life is by singing a parody 

called "You'll Really Love Being Abandoned Here".  

 In the first episode of Boston Legal, Alan Shore takes the case of a black girl who 

was not hired as the title role in the national tour, and wins the case with the help 

of Al Sharpton.  
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 Rapper Jay-Z made heavy use of samples from the Broadway cast album's version 

of "It's a Hard-Knock Life" in his single Hard Knock Life (Ghetto Anthem). This 

was most notably used in the film Austin Powers in Goldmember, when Dr. Evil 

(Mike Myers) performs a parody version in a prison mess hall. In turn, Jay-Z's 

take was parodied by Sudden Death with their song Star Trek Life from their 

album Die Laughing.  

 The newly-formed NFL Network produced two Super Bowl ads in 2004 and 2005 

featuring Tomorrow.[1][2][3] A series of football celebrities who were retired or 

didn't make it to that year's Super Bowl would sing the song, ending with the 

caption, "...Tomorrow, we're all undefeated again." The song did not reappear in 

2006.  

 As in Annie, President Franklin D. Roosevelt shows up as the deus ex machina at 

the end of the satirical musical Reefer Madness. He tells the assembled crowd, "A 

little orphan girl once told me that the sun would come out tomorrow. Her 

adopted father was a powerful billionaire, so I suppressed the urge to laugh in her 

face, but now, by gum, I think she may have been on to something!"  

 The song "Tomorrow" is partly featured in the 1993 motion picture Dave ([4]).  

 The song "Tomorrow" is sung by Joe's aunt in a scene in the movie You've Got 

Mail.  

 The song "Tomorrow" is sung by the character Lewis on The Drew Carey Show 

to cheer up another character, where the rest of a group of employees join him in 

singing.  

 In the CGI movie Shrek II, Donkey begins singing "Tomorrow" in an effort to 

cheer up Shrek, though he passes out halfway through the second line, after 

advising Shrek to 'bet your bottom'.  

 In the Disney theme park attraction It's Tough to be a Bug!, a version of 

"Tomorrow" is played by bugs in the Queue.  

 In the Rooms To GO next day delivery ad campaign, a parody of the song 

"Tomorrow" is sung to lyrics explaining how your purchase will arrive the next 

day.  
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          Annie Trivia 

 The original run of the stage play "Annie" premiered at the Alvin Theatre in April 

1977, and played for 2,377 performances; the last one being January 2, 1983. 

Thus, it was still running when this film was first released in May 1982. 

 The rights for Annie (1982) were sold in 1978 for $9.5 million (approximately 

$30 million in 2006 dollars), a record that still stands. 

 The voice heard on Miss Hannigan's radio (saying, "I love you, I love you, I love 

you") just before the "Little Girls" number belongs to director John Huston. 

 The film's supervising editor Margaret Booth was also the original editor of 

Camille (1936) which is featured prominently in this film. 

 John Huston's first and last attempt at directing a movie musical. 

 Ray Bolger was uncredited as the sound effects man during the radio show 

broadcast. 

 Carol Burnett had chin implant surgery after principal filming was completed, 

believing her work on the film was done. But after the surgery the cast was called 

back to do re-shoots of certain scenes, and the work done can be seen in the final 

film. 

 Theoni V. Aldredge was also the costume designer of the original stage 

production of this musical. 

 Aileen Quinn's red curly wig was so itchy that the property masters gave her a 

special comb with which to scratch her head. 

 Sandy was played by two dogs. One, named "Bingo", did most of the dramatic 

scenes, and the other did the stunt work (such as jumping into the pool). 

 The film premiered at Radio City Music Hall, which is featured prominently in 

the movie itself. 

 A more elaborate sequence for the song "Easy Street" was planned and shot, 

involving Miss Hannigan and Rooster's fantasies of a privileged life, but it was 

replaced with the less elaborate version set entirely in the orphanage, as seen in 

the film. 
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 Daddy Warbucks' mansion was built in 1929 by Hubert Parson, the president of 

F.W. Woolworth. He called it Shadow Lawn. Now it is Woodrow Wilson Hall, 

owned by Monmouth University at West Long Branch, NJ. 

 Alpo was rubbed on Aileen Quinn's face in order to make "Sandy" kiss her. 

 Production designer Dale Hennesy died in the middle of production and 'Gene 

Callahan' was asked to finish out the film. Callahan accepted but refused to have 

his name listed in the credits, giving the credit to late Dale Hennesy. 

Retrieved From: 
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Annie Film Bloopers, 1982  

 Anachronisms: Set in 1933, yet features Camille (1936) (first seen publicly in 

1936). 

 Continuity: While dancing drunkenly down the steps, Mrs. Hannigan kicks a 

hole in the wall. In the next shot, the hole is gone. 

 Revealing mistakes: When Punjab is "levitating" the model airplane, cables are 

visible attached to the wingtips. 

 Revealing mistakes: When climbing the bridge, it is obvious that the "Annie" 

climbing there is a stand in, since she is as tall as Rooster following her. 

 Audio/visual unsynchronized: During a tap dance on the stair in the last musical 

number, the tap sounds don't synch with shoes. 

 Continuity: Miss Hannigan makes the orphans get up "in the middle of the night" 

but just minutes later it is mid morning. 

 Anachronisms: The movie is set in 1933. When Grace sings Lets go to the 

movies, she refers to "sweet Shirley Temple", who at the time had only appeared 

mostly in short subjects for Educational Pictures, and was not a household name. 

In fact, she did not become famous until 1934. 

 Factual errors: When Grace plays the harp in a big production scene, she plays 

from the wrong side of the harp (the opposite side). 
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 Continuity: Molly plays with Annie's locket, and Annie puts her arms around her 

so that Molly's hand is underneath. In the next shot Molly's arm is over Annie's. 

 Audio/visual unsynchronized: When Miss Hannigan is dancing toward Rooster, 

Rooster looks to be saying something completely different to her. 

 Anachronisms: Although the movie is set in 1933, the helicopter is flying past 

the 1982 New York City skyline. 

 Anachronisms: Set in 1933, however in Daddy Warbucks' office, there is a 

model of a German Stukka divebomber (Junkers JU87). The prototype of this 

aircraft wasn't even flown secretly by Germany until 1935. 

 Crew or equipment visible: In the song, "Little Girls", as Miss Hannigan shoos 

the orphans out of the room and the camera zooms in on her, the shadow of the 

boom mike coming closer is visible and, in widescreen, a crewmember's arm is 

visible for a split second on the right hand side of the screen. 

 Audio/visual unsynchronized: In the song "You're Never Fully Dressed" when 

an orphan is climbing down the chest of drawers, she sings "and not from head to 

toe" but her mouth doesn't say "toe". 

 Audio/visual unsynchronized: When the orphans are locked in the closet and 

Pepper is trying to get out through the ceiling you can hear the girls still on the 

floor talking to each other but when we see them, they aren't saying anything. 

 Audio/visual unsynchronized: Annie has just been caught by the policeman and 

is brought back to the orphanage. When the policeman rings the doorbell with his 

nightstick, it misses the button but the bell rings anyway. You can even hear the 

stick slipping off the doorbell and hitting the wall. 

 Continuity: At the B&O Bridge climb, one of Annie's shoes fall off when she is 

dangling. In the next shot, she has both shoes on. 

 Audio/visual unsynchronized: When Miss Hannigan is knocked out by Rooster 

before the bridge climb, the punching sound effect is played before Rooster hits 

her. 

 Continuity: Before Annie and Rooster reach the top of the B&O Bridge, Rooster 

makes a grab for one of Annie's legs but misses. Annie stops climbing for a 

second (you can see both of her feet on the top step at the top of the screen) but in 

the faraway shot, she is climbing again, with her feet on different steps. 

 Continuity: Grace's shoes are different before "We Got Annie". 

 Continuity: The orphans seem to multiply during the musical numbers.     
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ANNIE (2014) 
Cast 

 Quvenzhané Wallis as Annie 

 Jamie Foxx as Benjamin Stacks 

 Rose Byrne as Grace 

 Cameron Diaz as Miss Hannigan 

 Adewale Akinnuoye-Agbaje as Nash 

Director 
 Will Gluck 

Screenplay 
 Will Gluck 
 Aline Brosh McKenna 

Novel 
 Thomas Meehan 

Cinematography 
 Michael Grady 

Comedy, Drama, Music 
Rated PG for some mild language and rude humor 
118 minutes 
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  |  Matt Zoller Seitz 
December 19, 2014   |  
The new "Annie" is getting kicked up and down Critic's Row like an unwanted orphan, but if 
you see it with a big audience you'll experience an emotion entirely different from the one 
being described in many reviews: unabashed cheer. 

This new version of the Broadway musical is the first since the 1999 ABC TV version, and the 
only theatrical movie version since the 1982 John Huston picture that starred Aileen 
Quinn, Albert Finney and Carol Burnett. (The '99 TV version is excellent, by the way—well 
worth seeking out; it's easily the best thing director Rob Marshall has been associated with.) 
Judged purely in terms of its production and direction, this latest "Annie" is inferior to its 
predecessors; director Will Gluck, of TV's "The Marshalls" and "Andy Richter Controls the 
Universe," has envisioned it as a repository of 2014 music and musical performance cliches, 
the actors cavorting through indifferently composed widescreen vistas, and singing in voices 
that have been heavily AutoTuned. 
 
And yet a quality of willfully naive optimism—of repeatedly neglected and disappointed 
goodness hauling itself up off the pavement, summoning a smile, and singing out—shines 
through anyway, and you might or might not be amazed to learn that it cancels out the 
movie's many flaws. Bottom line: this "Annie" is a gigantic smiley face, arriving on screens at 
the tail end of one of the most miserable years in recent American history—a year whose 
uninterrupted flood of not just bad but national-identity-challenging, often racially toxic 
news made even some of the most optimistic among us want to crawl into bed, pull the 
covers up, and stay there until the calendar rolled over. 

And now here's little Quvenzhané Wallis, the youngest Oscar nominee in history, stepping into 
shoes that have previous been filled only by red-haired Caucasian girls, and striding through 
a present day New York City enclosed and in some ways superseded by the virtual world of 
the Internet and cell phones and satellite locators, singing and dancing opposite an African-
American version of Daddy Warbucks, a self-made cell phone magnate played by Jamie 

Foxx—and it's still "Annie," a deeply American story about reinvention and striving, survival 
and dreams. 
 
This Annie is a foster child living in an apartment with other foster children rather than an 
"orphan" as described in other versions. And she's been situated within a universe that's 
contemporary, but which nonetheless connects forcefully with the Depression-era landscapes 
of the stage musical, the '99 and '82 films, and the source material that inspired all them, 
Harold Gray's comic strip. All were about maintaining one's optimism in the face of personal 
misfortune exacerbated by a Grand Canyon-vast gap between rich and poor; they were about 
the difficulty of staying sensible, and sensitive, in world in which everyone but the very 
wealthy had to struggle constantly, and deny themselves pleasures, and some essentials. This 
is also the story of a heroine possessed of a specific kind of optimism: Annie's 
signature ballad "Tomorrow" is not sung by an ignorant, stupid or naive child, but one who's 
aware of how miserable things can get and how cruel the wheels of fate can be, yet squares 
her shoulders against whatever life might throw at her, and continues to dream of, and 
pursue, a better future. 
 
Wallis is the first Annie to bring something both culturally and personally new to this role, 
and the film knows it: it even sets up her appearance by having a more typical Annie anchor 
an opening scene in a classroom, then letting Wallis take over (as, literally, a different Annie 
who happens to have the same name) and school her teacher and students with a lesson set 
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to music with a bubble-gum R&B back-beat. Wallis seizes control of the film through sheer 
charm.  

But the really beautiful thing is, like Foxx's performance as Stacks—basically a germophobic 
Michael Bloomberg, shrinking from human contact and busting out antibacterial hand wash 
after every meet-and-greet—the point is not to rebuke any of the previous versions of 
"Annie," but to say something more like, "Look, we changed the color of the leads, and 
revised the music to make it modern, and changed the plot so that the complications and 
resolutions are filtered through new technology, and yet it's still the story you remember, 
with the same themes and messages." 

The movie is sharp in grasping how the plot of "Annie," indeed most dramatic public 
interaction these days, must be reconfigured and re-thought, to take camera phones, 
YouTube, satellite tracking, and other technology into account. Stacks' bid to be mayor of 
New York is DOA a the start of the movie, thanks to his extremely unlikable queasiness about 
human contact, but it's resuscitated when a cell phone video of him rescuing Annie from a 
near-hit-and-run accident goes viral. (His advisor's attempts to recreate this random event 
for political gain have a Preston Sturges feeling.) The movie is filled with knowing, playful 
acknowledgments that experience is becoming more theoretical than physical, such as the 
"starry sky" on the wall of Annie's bedroom at Stack's place, which is really a series of video 
screens; yet such touches only confirm that, no matter how physical or virtual the world 
becomes, love and the absence of love are real, and can save or wound us. 
 
When you consider that such a project could have easily collapsed under the weight of its 
own self-created mandate, the film's easygoing nature seems all the more remarkable. 
 "Annie" is light on its feet, frothy, and always insistently, at times provocatively kind, 
determined to melt grumpy hearts like marshmallows.  
 
Wallis is impossible not to like; she plays Annie as she should be played, as a smart, tough 
kid without an unkind thought in her head, and when her resolve finally crumbles in the face 
of one disappointment too many, your heart sinks with hers. The supporting cast is equally 
fine. The cream of the crop includes Foxx, a handsome, brawny leading man whose acting 
convinces us that Stacks might actually be terrified of the world, and his own heart; Rose 
Byrne as Grace, Stack's right-hand-woman and living, breathing conscience (and, of course, 
unacknowledged romantic option); David Zayas as Lou, a bodega owner who's kind to Annie 
and has a crush on her harridan foster mom, and Bobby Cannavale as Guy, Stacks's 
campaign advisor (the only character in the picture who's not basically decent, and who 
therefore steals every scene he's in).  
 
The cast's only weak link is Cameron Diaz as the cynical, cunning foster mom and system-
gamer Miss Hannigan, a onetime wannabe R&B star. (The movie's soundtrack has an urban 
contemporary coat of shellac, and there are pretty good new songs by compeer-producers Sia 
and Greg Kurstin.) Diaz is is a trouper who's game for anything, and her big "Easy Street" 
number with Cannavale is enjoyable even though the director inexplicably hacks it to 
ribbons with unnecessary cross-cutting. But she lacks the exuberant crudeness and vampy 
joy that every other Hannigan has brought to the part. Diaz is not slinky enough or desperate 
enough, and she's too wounded early on, which means we can't be surprised when Hannigan 
reveals hidden, decent qualities. 
 
This "Annie" won't win any awards for subtlety, much less filmmaking elegance. But a great 
deal of imagination has been put into it, along with a lot of heart. This would be easier to see 
if the film were more of a self-regarding, art house showpiece, and less of a cotton candy 
multiplex confection—but what does it matter, really, when you've got Wallis deadpanning 
through a city of sugar? This "Annie" is so very, very welcome right now. Its easygoing, 
multicultural, can't-we-all-just-get-along utopianism is a pop culture Band-Aid for a country 
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with a bloodied sense of possibility. Judged purely on aesthetic merit, it is a two-and-a-half-
star movie at best. The extra star is for sending people out of the theater wanting to hug and 
be hugged, then face whatever tomorrow may bring. 
 
 

RETRIEVED FROM: https://www.rogerebert.com/reviews/annie-2014#disqus_thread  
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2014 ANNIE Quotes From The 
Movie #AnnieMovie 

December 19, 2014 by Enza Ketcham 

 

Miss Hannigan (Cameron Diaz), Pepper (Amanda Troya), Mia (Nicolette Pierini), Mrs. 
Kovacevic (Stephanie Kurtzuba), Stacks (Jamie Foxx), Annie(Quvenzhane Wallis) and 
Grace (Rose Byrne) sing “Tomorrow” in Columbia Pictures’ ANNIE. 

There is nothing I love more than movie quotes. They stick with you forever! I 
loved the new ANNIE movie! I created this list of the top 10 ANNIE quotes from 
the movie. They didn’t all come from ANNIE (Quevenzhanè Wallis), but several 
did and some came from Will Stacks (played by Jamie Foxx) and other even 
from Miss Hannigan (played by Cameron Diaz). There were some pretty amazing 
themes and some pretty great quotes from the film! 
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Annie ( QUVENZHANE WALLIS) and Will Stacks ( JAMIE FOXX) take Sandy for a walk 
in Columbia PIctures’ ANNIE. 

 

List of ANNIE Quotes from the 2014 movie: 

From Will Stacks to Annie: “Why are you running?” “It gets me places quicker.” 

From Annie: “If your building gets any taller, it’s going to hit the sun!” 

From Will Stacks: “No matter who you are or what you are…” you can do good! 

From Annie: “I think when people say no they are too scared to say ‘yes’.” 

From Annie: “My presentation is up here. (points to head)” 

From Miss Hannigan: “Wake up, Rats!” 

From Miss Hannigan: “Aren’t I supposed to be married to George Clooney?” 

From one foster child to another: “What does ‘it’s a hard knock life’ mean?” “It 
means our life sucks.” 

From Will Stacks: “You know, Annie sometimes what you are looking for is right 
in front of your face.” 

From Annie: Someone wishes Annie Good Luck and she replies with “Luck is 
for suckers!” 

From Miss Hannigan: “Why you so nice to me, the way I treat you?” LOU: 
“Because under all that bitter, there’s a sweet lady with a big heart. She’s just 
been gone for a while…that’s all” 

From a music number: “I don’t need anything but you.” 

Retrieved from: https://www.enzasbargains.com/2014-annie-quotes-
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      Quotes: 2014 Film  
 

 

Hannigan : Like me on Facebook... 

Will Stacks : I don't like you in Harlem, why would I like you on Facebook? 

 

Will Stacks : See, you gotta play the cards that you've been dealt. No matter how 

bad the cards are. 

Annie : What if you don't have *any* cards. 

Will Stacks : Then you bluff. 

 

Annie : Are you lactose-intolerant? 

Will Stacks : I'm kid-intolerant. 

 

Annie : [over her neighborhood in helicopter]  This is *my* New York City. 

Will Stacks : Where'd you live? 

Annie : Everywhere. 

 

Annie : Where are we? 

Will Stacks : Queens. 

Annie : Do I need my passport? 

 

Will Stacks : What? I can feel you smiling with those Britisher-than-thou lips. 

 

unknown reporter : Annie, what are you going to name it? 

Will Stacks : She's like a hurricane. 

Annie : Sandy. Her name's going to be Sandy. 
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   Annie’s Memorable Quotes 

Punjab: Buddha says "A child without courage is like a night without stars!"  

 
Miss Hannigan: And we're not having hot mush today...  

Orphans: Yay!  

Miss Hannigan: We're having cold mush.  

 
Daddy Warbucks: They say it can land on a dime... whatever that may be.  

 
Miss Hannigan: Why any kid would want to be an orphan is beyond me.  

 
Miss Hannigan: [singing] Some women are drippin' with diamonds / Some women are 

drippin' with pearls / Lucky me, lucky me, look at what I'm drippin' with / Little girls!  

 
Miss Hannigan: What do we say Annie?  

Annie: I love you Miss Hannigan.  

[Jumps from the bed on to her foot]  

 
Orphans: We love you, Miss Hannigan.  

Miss Hannigan: Shut up!  

 
Miss Hannigan: You can have any orphan in the place but Annie.  

Grace: And why is that?  

Miss Hannigan: Because she's got it comin' to her and I don't mean a week in the lap of 

luxury.  

 
Grace: What about this orphan right here?  

Miss Hannigan: Annie?... Oh, you don't want Annie.  

Grace: Why not?  

Miss Hannigan: Because... Because she's a drunk!  

 
Miss Hannigan: Hand over the jewelry, honey.  

Lily: I don't stoop what you're incineratin'.  

[Miss Hannigan puts her hand down Lily's bosom and pulls out her jewelry]  

 
Annie: The sun'll come out Tomorrow, so you gotta hang on till tomorrow. Come what 

may. Tomorrow, Tomorrow, I love ya, Tomorrow. You're only a day away.  

 
Annie: All right. Whose next? Anybody else. Then get lost!  
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Miss Hannigan: Little Girls, Little Girls, everywhere I turn I can see them.  

 
Grace: Miss Hannigan. I am the private secretary to Oliver Warbucks.  

Miss Hannigan: The Oliver Warbucks? Oliver Warbucks, the millionaire?  

Grace: Oh no. Oliver Warbucks, the billionaire.  

Miss Hannigan: Mary, mother of God.  

 
Grace: The swimming pool is down the stairs.  

Annie: Inside the house? Oh boy.  

Grace: The tennis court is in the rear.  

Annie: I never even picked up a racket.  

Grace: Have an instructor here at noon. And get that Don Budge fellow if he's available.  

Annie: I Think I'm Gonna Like It Here.  

 
Daddy Warbucks: Wait! There's something interesting in that woman's smile. I might 

learn to like her. Hang her in my bathroom.  

 
Daddy Warbucks: Absolutely not! I'm a businessman. I love money, I love power, I 

love capitalism. I do not now and never will love children.  

 
Daddy Warbucks: Miss Hannigan, I presume?  

Miss Hannigan: Yes?  

Daddy Warbucks: I wanna talk to you about Annie.  

Miss Hannigan: You wanna return her and forget her? Or trade up?  

Daddy Warbucks: I wanna adopt her.  

Miss Hannigan: Would you excuse me for a moment? Aaarggghh!  

 
Grace: Annie, how would you like to spend a week with Mr. Warbucks at his house?  

Annie: Oh boy! I would love to. I would really, really love to.  

 
Annie: Leaping Lizards!  

Miss Hannigan: "Leaping Lizards!"  

 
Annie: I don't need sunshine now to turn my skies to blue. I Don't Need Anything But 

You.  

 
Annie: I love you, Daddy Warbucks.  

 
Grace: We got Annie!  

Asp: We got Annie!  

Punjab: We got Annie!  

 
Rooster: Oh sir. We are just so thrilled to have found Annie. We don't need any money.  

Daddy Warbucks: I'll take it back.  

Lily: Of course, we are poor people. It would help us a lot. We could buy her milk, a 
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warm blanket.  

Daddy Warbucks: Put it in your pocket, Mrs. Mudge.  

 
Rooster: Easy Street. Easy Street. Annie is the key.  

Miss Hannigan: Yessiree.  

Lily: Yessiree.  

Rooster: Yessiree.  

 
FDR: I want to feed them and house them and pay them. Not much, but enough to send 

home to their parents. So they can hold their heads up again and be proud to be 

Americans.  

Annie: That's a swell idea.  

Daddy Warbucks: It isn't a swell idea Annie. It's mistaken foolishness.  

 
Miss Hannigan: Where's Annie?  

Molly: She had to go bathroom.  

Miss Hannigan: [Imitating Molly] She had to go, bathroom.  

 
Miss Hannigan: It's time for a tumble with the bundle.  

 
Annie: I guess they're dead. I guess I've known that deep down for a long time.  

Daddy Warbucks: I'm not giving up. Don't you give up.  

Annie: I didn't want to be just another orphan, Mr. Warbucks. I wanted to believe I was 

special.  

Daddy Warbucks: You are special. Never stop believing that.  

 
Annie: Who would want to kill Mr. Warbucks?  

Grace: The Bolsheviks, dear. He's living proof that the American system really works 

and the Bolsheviks don't want anyone to know about that.  

Annie: The Bolsheviks? Leapin' lizards!  

 
Molly: But they wasn't Annie's parents, mister, they was bad people!  

Daddy Warbucks: Leapin' lizards!  

 
Annie: Pepper lies a lot. She probably hasn't been to a movie, either. Actually, I think it's 

better when you don't know what you're missing.  

Daddy Warbucks: Punjab, buy out the 8:00 show. Let's all go to the movies.  

 
Miss Hannigan: What did you say your name was?  

Grace: Grace Farrell  

Miss Hannigan: Ah, Grace, aptly name.  

 
FDR: Everyone - Republicans too, Oliver - sing!  

 
Daddy Warbucks: Your teeth are crooked.  

Grace: I'll get them fixed.  
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Daddy Warbucks: I like them crooked.  

Grace: [whispering] I'll leave 'em.  

 
Annette: May I take your sweater?  

Annie: Will I get it back?  

 
Miss Hannigan: [as she looks at the diamond pin Daddy Warbucks is wearing] My God, 

is that thing real?  

 
Rooster: This is Miss Lily St. Regis.  

Lily: Named after the hotel.  

Miss Hannigan: Room service! 
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Standards and Benchmarks: 

Theater Arts 

 

CREATIVE EXPRESSION 
FOCUS 
Creative expression opens an avenue for the application of individual ideas, 
feelings, and expressions. The use of a variety of media and techniques provides 
an opportunity for the individual to develop, organize, and interpret knowledge 
for communication. The skills of analysis, problem solving, cooperative 
involvement, and disciplined behavior contribute to a successful school 
environment and prepare the individual to become a productive member of 
society. 

STANDARD 
Students develop creative expression through the application of knowledge, 
ideas, skills, and organizational abilities. 

BENCHMARKS K-4 
In Grades K-4, what students know and are able to do includes: 
CE-1Th-E1 exploring and identifying various emotions in interpersonal settings; 
(1, 4) 
CE-1Th-E2 interacting in group situations and demonstrating differentiation of 
roles through experimentation and role playing; (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) 
CE-1Th-E3 identifying and exhibiting physical and emotional dimensions of 
characterization through experimentation and role playing; (4) 
CE-1Th-E4 developing story lines for improvisation; (1, 2, 4) 

 
AESTHETIC PERCEPTION 
FOCUS 
The study of aesthetics, or the philosophy of the arts, supplies the individual with 
a structure for analyzing, interpreting, and responding to the arts. An 
understanding of aesthetics empowers the individual to make informed personal 
interpretations of artistic expressions and to develop an awareness for the 
concepts and ideas of others. The individual questions concepts, weighs evidence 
and information, examines intuitive reactions, and develops personal conclusions 
about the values in works of art. 

STANDARD 
Students will develop aesthetic perception through the knowledge of art forms 
and respect for commonalities and differences. 

BENCHMARKS K-4 
In Grades K-4, what students know and are able to do includes: 
AP-2Th-E1 recognizing and discussing sensory experiences and the motivations 
for emotions; (2, 4) 
AP-2Th-E2 imitating and responding to ideas, feelings, behaviors, roles, and life 
experiences; (1, 3) 
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AP-2Th-E3 exploring actions that express thoughts, feelings, and characters; (1, 
4) 
AP-2Th-E4 imitating sounds, sound combinations, and nonverbal 
communication to express mood, feelings, and emotions; (1, 4) 
AP-2Th-E5 understanding the basics of interaction, listening, and responding 
while developing audience etiquette; (1, 5) 
AP-2Th-E6 exploring improvisation to express thoughts and feelings; (1) 
AP-2Th-E7 recording dialogue for developing skills in theatre arts; (1, 3) 
AP-2Th-E8 understanding relationships among theatre, other arts, and 
disciplines outside the arts. (1, 4) 

 
HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL PERCEPTION 
FOCUS 
Historical and cultural perception is the vehicle for understanding works of art in 
time and place. The arts survive through times of interruption and neglect; they 
outlive governments, creeds, and societies and even the civilizations that 
spawned them. The artist is a harbinger of change, a translator of social thought, 
an analyst of cultures, a poetic scientist, and a recorder of history. To understand 
creative output in the history of the arts is to understand history itself. 

STANDARD 
Students will develop historical and cultural perception by recognizing and 
understanding that the arts throughout history are a record of human experience 
with a past, present, and future. 

BENCHMARKS K-4 
In Grades K-4, what students know and are able to do includes: 
HP-3Th-E1 recognizing and discussing the differences in various cultures; (1) 
HP-3Th-E2 recognizing and identifying characters and their relationships 
through simple performances; (2) 
HP-3Th-E3 recognizing and identifying various feelings exhibited by characters 
through simple performances; (1, 2) 
HP-3Th-E4 exploring and demonstrating the language of theatre arts through 
role playing; (1) 
HP-3Th-E5 exploring elementary language used in theatrical characterization; 
(1, 2) 
HP-3Th-E6 recognizing and identifying universal themes reflected in various 
cultures. (2) 
 

CRITICAL ANALYSIS 
FOCUS 
Critical analysis is the process of inquiry associated with an individual's 
knowledge of the arts. Communication about the arts in a structured way 
provides the individual with means to observe, describe, analyze, interpret, and 
make critical, reasoned judgments about the form and content of the arts. 

STANDARD 
Students will make informed judgments about the arts by developing critical 
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analysis skills through study of and exposure to the arts. 

BENCHMARKS K-4 
In Grades K-4, what students know and are able to do includes: 
CA-4Th-E1 recognizing and responding to a variety of media experiences; (1, 4) 
CA-4Th-E2 expressing personal feelings about scripts and performances; (1) 
CA-4Th-E3 identifying the differences between media representation, reality, 
and role playing; (1, 2) 
CA-4Th-E4 demonstrating appropriate behavior during a performance; (1, 5) 
CA-4Th-E5 recognizing, identifying, and using theatre arts as a medium for 
illustrating social issues; (1, 2) 
CA-4Th-E6 recognizing and identifying various elements of the theatrical 
process: stage, costumes, scenery, etc. (1, 2) 
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Standards and Benchmarks: 

Music 

 

CREATIVE EXPRESSION 
FOCUS 
Creative expression opens an avenue for the application of individual ideas, 
feelings, and expressions. The use of a variety of media and techniques provides 
an opportunity for the individual to develop, organize, and interpret knowledge 
for communication. The skills of analysis, problem solving, cooperative 
involvement, and disciplined behavior contribute to a successful school 
environment and prepare the individual to become a productive member of 
society. 

STANDARD 
Students develop creative expression through the application of knowledge, 
ideas, skills, and organizational abilities. 

BENCHMARKS K-4 
In Grades K-4, what students know and are able to do includes: 
CE-1M-E1 listening to, recognizing, and imitating elementary tunes and 
rhythmic patterns for voice, musical instruments, and other sound sources; (1, 4) 
CE-1M-E4 exploring elementary elements of music, utilizing available mediums, 
such as voice, musical instrument, and/or electronic technology; (3) 
CE-1M-E6 identifying and responding to elements of music through listening 
activities; (1) 
 

AESTHETIC PERCEPTION 
FOCUS 
The study of aesthetics, or the philosophy of the arts, supplies the individual with 
a structure for analyzing, interpreting, and responding to the arts. An 
understanding of aesthetics empowers the individual to make informed personal 
interpretations of artistic expressions and to develop an awareness for the 
concepts and ideas of others. The individual questions concepts, weighs evidence 
and information, examines intuitive reactions, and develops personal conclusions 
about the values in works of art. 

STANDARD 
Students will develop aesthetic perception through the knowledge of art forms 
and respect for commonalities and differences. 

BENCHMARKS K-4 
In Grades K-4, what students know and are able to do includes: 
AP-2M-E1 using elementary vocabulary of music to critique individual work and 
that of others; (1, 2, 4) 
AP-2M-E4 communicating an awareness of the many choices available in the 
creative process of music; (1, 3, 4) 
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                                   ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 

Annie 
https://americanhistory.si.edu/collections/search/object/nmah_797259 

https://americacomesalive.com/2014/07/08/little-orphan-annie-comic-strip/ 
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Little-Orphan-Annie-American-comic-strip 
http://www.playbill.com/article/cast-changes-rewrites-and-more-from-yesterday-to-
tomorrow-annies-history-on-stage-and-screen-com-337596 
https://www.beliefnet.com/entertainment/movies/galleries/lessons-learned-from-
annie.aspx 
http://deniseisrundmt.com/2015/02/19/ten-life-lessons-i-learned-from-annie-the-musical/ 
https://www.thirteen.org/annie/images/printables/ANNIE%20Enrichment%20Guide.pdf 
https://musicinourhomeschool.com/2016/05/06/annie-the-musical-free-unit-study/ 
http://mrskingrocks.blogspot.com/2016/04/annie-ideas-for-using-this-musical-in.html 
https://www.mtishows.com/script/47017 
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Browse/Search:annie%20movie 
https://www.eslprintables.com/printable.asp?id=407868 
 
New Orleans Orphanages  
http://www.storyvilledistrictnola.com/asylums_orphanages.html 
http://old-new-orleans.com/NO_Orphans.html 
https://www.theadvocate.com/gambit/new_orleans/news/blake_pontchartrain/article_0b5
3aa6b-159d-5331-8718-351629fe3c8c.html 
 
 
HISTORY, ANNIE 
http://broadwayeducators.com/teaching-students-depression-era-themes-in-annie/ 
https://time.com/3640455/annie-new-deal-politics/ 
https://birthmoviesdeath.com/2014/10/30/a-history-of-annie 
https://americacomesalive.com/2014/07/08/little-orphan-annie-comic-strip/ 
https://anniethemusical.com/ 
https://www.broadway.com/buzz/165051/annie-yesterday-today-and-tomorrow-all-about-
broadways-favorite-little-orphan/ 
http://mentalfloss.com/article/60530/15-things-you-may-not-have-known-about-annie 
 
SYNOPSIS 
http://www.guidetomusicaltheatre.com/shows_a/annie.htm 
https://www.mtishows.com/annie 
 
NEW ANNIE 
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/27/your-money/what-annie-can-tell-us-about-
money.html 
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